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Chapter 1- Marketing Management 

 

What is Marketing Management – Introduction 

Marketing management is the process of decision making, planning, and controlling 

the marketing aspects of a company in terms of the marketing concept, somewhere 

within the marketing system. Before proceeding to examine some of the details of this 
process, comments on two aspects will be helpful background. 

What is Marketing Management – Concept 

This concept advocates that a manufacturer should begin his task with the consumer focus. 

He has to primarily study the consumer and understand the needs, desires, requirements 

and conveniences of the latter. A manufacturer should design a new product or improve an 

existing one strictly keeping in mind the needs, desires etc. of the consumer. The product 

should exactly satisfy the consumer. 

The following are the features of marketing concept (modern marketing concept, 
integrated marketing concept, customer orientation): 
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i. Focus on customer needs – The needs of the consumer are studied and these become 

the basis of all product related activities such as designing, pricing, distribution, packaging 
etc. 

ii. Providing consumer satisfaction – Every organization aims at providing maximum 

consumer satisfaction by understanding his needs and designing an appropriate product. 
The success of an organization is directly related to the consumer satisfaction it provides. 

iii. Integrated Marketing Management – Marketing management is only a part of the 

total managerial functions of an organization such as finance management, production 

management, human resources management etc. All these functions are integrated in order 

to provide maximum satisfaction to the consumer. Thus all the functional areas of an 

organization are integrated. 

iv. Achieving organizational goals – Modern marketing states that an organization must 

aim at maximizing consumer satisfaction and in the process enable itself to achieve its 

goals such as growth, market share and reasonable amount of profit or return on 
investment. 

v. Innovation – Innovation is an important tool to provide consumer satisfaction. 

Innovative methods must be used to understand the consumer, design an appropriate 
product and offer it to the consumer. 

What is Marketing Management – Features 

1. Managerial Process: 

Marketing management is a managerial process involving planning, organising, decision 

making, forecasting, directing, coordinating and controlling. Stanley Vance defines 

management as the process of decision making and controlling. Every aspect of marketing, 

starting with identifying the consumer’s need and wants, identifying the targeted customer, 

product planning, development, pricing, promotion, distribution process requires planning, 

decision making, coordination and controlling. 

2. Consumer Centric: 

All marketing activities are consumer centric. The consumers are the king. Marketing 

activities are based on the premise of “make what the market wants”. The principal 

objective of marketing is to create new customers and to retain current customer. 

Marketing management performs the task of converting the potential customers into actual 
customer. 

This is possible through satisfaction of customer’s needs and wants by delivering them, 

appropriate goods and services according to their needs and wants, at right time and 
through convenient channel. 

3. Research Analysis: 
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The basis function of marketing is identification of consumer’s needs and wants .This 

requires continuous and systematic collection of data, analysis and reporting of data 

relevant to marketing activities. This helps the management to understand consumer’s 

needs, wants, preferences and behaviour of the consumer towards firm’s marketing mix 
strategies. This helps in forecasting and planning future course of action. 

4. Planning and Development: 

Marketing involves planning and development of goods and services. Organizations make a 

continuous endeavour towards planning, development and innovation of product and 
services so as to meet the changing demand, taste and preferences of the consumers. 

5. Building Marketing Framework: 

Marketing activities are not just selling and distribution of ownership of goods and services 

from the producer to the ultimate consumer. But it involves a series of activities like 

research analysis, production, development and innovation, advertisement and promotion 
pricing decision, selling and distribution, customer relationship and after sales service. 

All these functional areas of marketing must be effectively planned, organised and built 

effectively to achieve best results. Marketing structure depends upon the size of the 

enterprise, geographical coverage of the operation, number of product lines, nature of 
product, size of customers. 

6. Organizational Objectives: 

All marketing activities are based on overall organisational objectives. The marketer 

bridges the gap between overall organisational objectives of achieving high profit and 

maximization of sales and consumer’s interest of satisfying needs. 

7. Promotional and Communication Process: 

The ultimate objective of a firm is to maximise sales volume and profit. This can be 

achieved through promotion and communication about the goods and services. This 

function of marketing management enables the firm to provide information about the 
product to the customers. 

8. Controlling of Activities: 

Marketing management performs the function of controlling of marketing activities. 

Marketing management evaluates the effectiveness of marketing activities, to judge the 

efficiency of marketing personnel and the plans. This process involves measuring the actual 

performance with the standard and identifying the deviations and taking corrective 

actions. 
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Market segmentation 

Market segmentation is the research that determines how your organization divides its 

customers or cohort into smaller groups based on characteristics such as, age, income, 

personality traits or behavior. These segments can later be used to optimize products and 

advertising to different customers. 

The Basics of Segmentation 

Understanding segmentation starts with learning about the various ways you can segment your 
market. There are four primary categories of segmentation, illustrated below. 
  

Demographic 
(B2C) 

Firmographic 
(B2B) 

Psychographic 
(B2B/B2C) 

Behavioral 
(B2B/B2C) 

Definition Classification based 
on individual 
attributes 

Classification based 
on company or 
organization 
attributes 

Classification based 
on attitudes, 
aspirations, values, 
and other criteria 

Classification based 
on behaviors like 
product usage, 
technology laggards, 
etc. 

Examples Geography Gender 
Education Level 
Income Level 

Industry Location 
Number of 
Employees Revenue 

Lifestyle Personality 
Traits Values 
Opinions 

Usage Rate Benefit 
Types Occasion 
Purchase Decision 

Decision 
Criteria 

You are a smaller 
business or you are 
running your first 
project 

You are a smaller 
business or you are 
running your first 
project 

You want to target 
customers based on 
values or lifestyle 

You want to target 
customers based on 
purchase behaviors 

Difficulty Simpler Simpler More advanced More advanced 
 

Types of Market Segmentation 

With segmentation and targeting, you want to understand how your market will respond in 

a given situation, like purchasing your products. In many cases, a predictive model may be 

incorporated into the study so that individuals can be grouped within identified segments 
based on specific answers to survey questions. 

Geographic Segmentation 

While typically a subset of demographics, geographic segmentation is typically the easiest. 

Geographic segmentation creates different target customer groups based on geographical 

boundaries. Because potential customers have needs, preferences, and interests that differ 

according to their geographies, understanding the climates and geographic regions of 

customer groups can help determine where to sell and advertise, as well as where to 
expand your business. 

Demographic Segmentation 
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Demographic segmentation sorts a market by demographic elements such as age, 

education, income, family size, race, gender, occupation, nationality, and more. 

Demographic segmentation is one of the simplest and most commonly used forms of 

segmentation because the products and services we buy, how we use those products, and 
how much we are willing to spend on them is most often based on demographic factors. 

Firmographic Segmentation 

Firmographic segmentation is similar to demographic segmentation. The difference is that 

demographics look at individuals while firmographics look at organizations. Firmographic 

segmentation would take into consideration things like company size, number of 

employees and would illustrate how addressing a small business would differ from 

addressing an enterprise corporation. 

Behavioral Segmentation 

Behavioral segmentation divides markets by behaviors and decision-making patterns such 

as purchase, consumption, lifestyle, and usage. For instance, younger buyers may tend to 

purchase body wash, while older consumer groups may lean towards soap bars. 

Segmenting markets based off purchase behaviors enables marketers to develop a more 

targeted approach. 

Psychographic Segmentation 

Psychographic segmentation takes into account the psychological aspects of consumer 

behavior by dividing markets according to lifestyle, personality traits, values, opinions, and 

interests of consumers. Large markets like the fitness market use psychographic 

segmentation when they sort their customers into categories of people who care about 
healthy living and exercise. 

 

Click here to Know more 
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Marketing mix 

The marketing mix definition is simple. It is about putting the right product or a 

combination thereof in the place, at the right time, and at the right price. The difficult part 
is doing this well, as you need to know every aspect of your business plan. 

As we noted before, the marketing mix is predominately associated with the 4P’s of 

marketing, the 7P’s of service marketing, and the 4 Cs theories developed in the 1990s. 

Marketing 4Ps 

A marketing expert named E. Jerome McCarthy created the Marketing 4Ps in the 1960s. 

This classification has been used throughout the world. Business schools teach this concept 

in basic marketing classes. 

The marketing 4Ps are also the foundation of the idea of marketing mix. 

1 Marketing Mix – Product 

A product is an item that is built or produced to satisfy the needs of a certain group of 

people. The product can be intangible or tangible as it can be in the form of services or 

goods. You must ensure to have the right type of product that is in demand for your market. 

So during the product development phase, the marketer must do an extensive research on 

the life cycle of the product that they are creating. 

2 Marketing Mix – Price 

The price of the product is basically the amount that a customer pays for to enjoy it. Price is 

a very important component of the marketing mix definition. 

It is also a very important component of a marketing plan as it determines your firm’s 

profit and survival. Adjusting the price of the product has a big impact on the entire 

marketing strategy as well as greatly affecting the sales and demand of the product. Pricing 

always help shape the perception of your product in consumers eyes. Always remember 

that a low price usually means an inferior good in the consumers eyes as they compare 
your good to a competitor. 

When setting the product price, marketers should consider the perceived value that the 

product offers. There are three major pricing strategies, and these are: 

• Market penetration pricing 

• Market skimming pricing 

• Neutral pricing 

3.Marketing Mix – Place 
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Placement or distribution is a very important part of the product mix definition. You have 

to position and distribute the product in a place that is accessible to potential buyers. 

This comes with a deep understanding of your target market. Understand them inside out 

and you will discover the most efficient positioning and distribution channels that directly 

speak with your market. 

There are many distribution strategies, including: 

i)Intensive distribution 

ii)Exclusive distribution 

iii)Selective distribution 

iv)Franchising 

4.Marketing Mix – Promotion 

Promotion is a very important component of marketing as it can boost brand recognition 
and sales. Promotion is comprised of various elements like: 

• Sales Organization 
• Public Relations 
• Advertising 
• Sales Promotion 

Advertising typically covers communication methods that are paid for like television 
advertisements, radio commercials, print media, and internet advertisements. In 
contemporary times, there seems to be a shift in focus offline to the online world. 

Public relations, on the other hand, are communications that are typically not paid for. This 
includes press releases, exhibitions, sponsorship deals, seminars, conferences, and events. 

Marketing Mix 7P's 
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5. Marketing Mix – People 

Of both target market and people directly related to the business. 

Thorough research is important to discover whether there are enough people in your 
target market that is in demand for certain types of products and services. 

The company’s employees are important in marketing because they are the ones who 

deliver the service. It is important to hire and train the right people to deliver superior 

service to the clients, whether they run a support desk, customer service, copywriters, 

programmers…etc. 

6. Marketing Mix – Process 

The systems and processes of the organization affect the execution of the service. 

So, you have to make sure that you have a well-tailored process in place to minimize costs. 

It could be your entire sales funnel, a pay system, distribution system and other systematic 
procedures and steps to ensure a working business that is running effectively. 

Tweaking and enhancements can come later to “tighten up” a business to minimize costs 

and maximise profits. 

7. Marketing Mix – Physical Evidence 
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In the service industries, there should be physical evidence that the service was delivered. 

Additionally, physical evidence pertains also to how a business and it's products are 
perceived in the marketplace. 

 

It is the physical evidence of a business' presence and establishment. A concept of this is 

branding. For example, when you think of “fast food”, you think of McDonalds. When you 
think of sports, the names Nike and Adidas come to mind. 

You immediately know exactly what their presence is in the marketplace, as they are 

generally market leaders and have established a physical evidence as well as psychological 

evidence in their marketing. 

They have manipulated their consumer perception so well to the point where their brands 

appear first in line when an individual is asked to broadly “name a brand” in their niche or 

industry. 

Marketing Mix 4C's 

 

The 4Cs marketing model was developed by Robert F. Lauterborn in 1990. It is a 
modification of the 4Ps model. It is not a basic part of the marketing mix definition, but 
rather an extension. Here are the components of this marketing model: 

• Cost – According to Lauterborn, price is not the only cost incurred when purchasing 
a product. Cost of conscience or opportunity cost is also part of the cost of product 
ownership. 

• Consumer Wants and Needs – A company should only sell a product that 
addresses consumer demand. So, marketers and business researchers should 
carefully study the consumer wants and needs. 
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• Communication – According to Lauterborn, “promotion” is manipulative while 
communication is “cooperative”. Marketers should aim to create an open dialogue 
with potential clients based on their needs and wants. 

• Convenience – The product should be readily available to the consumers. 
Marketers should strategically place the products in several visible distribution 
points. 

Whether you are using the 4Ps, the 7Ps, or the 4Cs, your marketing mix plan plays a vital 
role. It is important to devise a plan that balances profit, client satisfaction, brand 
recognition, and product availability. It is also extremely important to consider the overall 
“how” aspect that will ultimately determine your success or failure. 

Marketing Research 

Marketing research can be defined as the development, interpretation and interaction of 
decision-oriented information to be used in all phases of marketing process. 

Managers require information in order to introduce products and services that create 
value in the mind of the customer. But the perception of value is a rational one, and what 
customers prioritize this year may be quite different from what they prioritize next year. 

As such, the elements that create priority cannot simply be deduced from common 
knowledge. Rather, data must be collected and examined. The goal of marketing research 
is to ensure the facts and direction that managers need to make their more essential 
marketing decisions. However, to increase the benefit of marketing research, those who 
use it need to understand the research process and its limitations. 

The Objectives of Market Research:  

Many theorists stated that the major intent of market research is to discover how business 
can be beneficial to their customers. Market research investigates changes in financial 
conditions, transformations in the product ranges of competitors, Changes in consumer 
tastes, Changes in technology. It facilitates companies to emphasize their weaknesses and 
plan to improve. 

Methods of Market Research 

In theoretical literature, there are three basic methods: 

1. Exploratory research 
2. Descriptive research 
3. Causal research 

Exploratory Research: Exploratory research facilitates businesses to find out new ideas 
and find prospective market opportunities. It is used to discover a situation or search for a 
problem. This research process is unstructured. Product managers need not go through all 
the stages of the market research process from the “defining stage” to the “analysis stage”. 
The results from exploratory research are typically based on secondary data, open ended 
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questions, similar case studies, a pilot study, or even results from previous research. It is 
found that the results obtain from exploratory research may not be appropriate for Product 
Managers to decide to enter a new market. The result is sometimes generalised 
information about probable markets and the related products or services. It is conducted 
with anticipation that there is need for more complete research. 

Descriptive Research: This type of market research deals with queries such as who, what, 
when, where and how type questions. It is structured research in which Product managers 
use all steps in research process. Descriptive research discovers more detail about a 
market. 

Causal Research: This type of research assists Product Managers to know the cause and 
effect of a relationship such as Causality can be derived by the use of “if x, then y”. Causal 
research is considered formal research and facilitates product managers to recognize 
problems and the causes of the problem. 

Global Market Research 

Global marketing is the process of adjusting an enterprise's marketing strategies to adapt 
to the situations in other countries. 

Suppose we have a widget we would like to sell in Europe and we are developing our 
marketing plan. We need to make some strategic decisions like market segmentation, 
localization, strategic planning and so on. 

Global market research is brings clarity on the following points − 

• Decide whether to go overseas 

• Get an idea about the competitive strength of global market 

• Decide which market to enter with better information 

• Provide knowledge about how to enter global market. 

• Help in formulating marketing schedule, product decision, promotion, product 
pricing & selection of distribution channel. 

• Help in marketing companies. 

In short, we can conclude that global market research is necessary when one wants to 
expand the business globally, as to other countries. 

Marketing Research Vs. Market Research 

Market research precisely deals with collecting information about a market's size and 

trends whereas marketing research covers a range of activities and it may include market 
research. 

Marketing research is a more general synchronized process that can be used to a variety 

of marketing problems. Marketing research by itself does not deal with marketing 

decisions, nor does it guarantee that the company will be successful in marketing its 
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products. However, when conducted in a synchronized, systematic, analytical, and 

objective manner, marketing research can minimize the uncertainty in the decision making 
process and increase the probability and magnitude of success. 

 

Marketing and promotion strategies 

 

Marketing is the process of getting your business noticed by the people who need or want 

your products or services. Many small businesses come up with a fabulous business idea 

but then fail to market it successfully. 

You need to get out there and spread the word about your products or services to the right 

people to build your customer base. Advertising and selling are part of the process but 
there is much more involved. 

The six ‘Ps’ of marketing 

There are generally six key aspects that you need to focus on when marketing your 

products or services. These aspects are sometimes referred to as the six ‘Ps’: 

• Product 

• Price 

• Promotion 

• Place 

• People 

• processes 

Product 

Product refers to the goods or services you are offering. You might consider a range of 
factors such as packaging, labelling, branding and quality when developing your product. 

Price 

Setting a suitable price for your products or services will help you to be profitable and stay 

competitive. Start by including all the costs associated with producing and delivering your 

products and services, then research your target market to determine how much they 

would be willing to pay. If there is a gap you have more work to do – perhaps reducing your 
costs or focussing on a different market. 

Promotion 
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Promotion refers to the methods you will use to advertise and sell your products and 

services. Promotional methods may include: 

•website 

•social media 

•blogging 

•e-newsletters 

•networking 

•brochures and flyers 

•TV, radio or print advertising 

•word of mouth 

•loyalty and reward programs 

•cold calling 

•mail-outs and letter drops 

•sponsorship 

•PR activities such as media releases and events 

Place 

This aspect of marketing refers to how your customers will be able to purchase your 

products or services. Distribution channels may include: 

•retailing direct to the public through a store or outlet 

•selling goods via wholesalers 

•retailing online 

•using distributors, consultants or agents to sell your products 

When deciding which channel to use, consider your target market and the logistics 

involved in getting your products and services to them. 

People 

You will most likely have to engage with suppliers, distributors, wholesalers, stakeholders 

and employees to get your product or services to market. These groups all form part of 

your team. You need to ensure they understand the importance of providing quality 
products and customer service. 

Processes 
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The right customer service and business processes are essential to support your marketing 

goals. They may include procedures for ordering new stock, ensuring products or services 

are delivered in a timely manner, providing opportunities for customers to give feedback 

and regularly reviewing sales and financial reports. 

 

Demand Forecasting 

Demand forecasting is an assumption of demand in future. By using demand forecasting, a 
company makes suitable plans for upcoming challenges or demands and takes suitable 
action to tackle that them. 

Demand forecasting can be divided into the following two major types − 

• Short run forecasting − is made to fulfill short-term targets, like preparation of 
suitable sales policies to increase the sales or proper planning for inventory as per 
the required demand. 

• Long run forecasting − is assumption made for long-term targets like planning of 
capital or assets. 

Short run and long run demand forecasting is used as per the requirement of the 
enterprise. These forecasting types are explained in further section. 

Steps in Demand Forecasting 

Following factors should be considered for assumption and fulfillment of short and long 
term demand forecasting. 

• Identifying the most relevant method for forecasting. 

• Predicting factors involved, which affect the demand of the product. 

• Acquiring the data about the factors that affect demand. 

• Finding the most suitable relation among independent variables and dependent 
variables. 

• Preparing the demand forecast and analyzing the results. 

• Demand forecasting can be accomplished by following the above steps. 

The tools or methods used to forecast demand are of the following two types − 

• Quantitative techniques 

• Qualitative techniques 

Quantitative Techniques 
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These techniques are used for both short run and long run forecasting; however, for short 
and long run forecasting, this method can further be sub divided as per forecasting type. 
The following are the tools for short-run forecasting − 

Moving Average Method 

This method is used to plot a trend in the demand. In this, average demand of different 
time frame is taken (for example, 2 years, 3years, etc.) for getting an assumption of future 
demand. 

Example − Find the 3 yearly moving averages of the following − 

Year Production 

1999 42 

2000 46 

2001 47 

2002 39 

2003 54 

2004 65 

2005 66 

2006 60 

Solution 

Year Production 3 Yearly MT 3 Yearly MA 

1999 42 − − 

2000 46 136 45.33 

2001 48 133 44.33 

2002 39 141 47 

2003 54 158 52.67 
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2004 65 185 61.67 

2005 60 − − 

Exponential Smoothing Method 

This method is mostly used for short-term forecasting. It is derived from moving average 
and modified. It is based on weighted averaged of observed value. It smoothens the trend 
where weighted value remains between 0 and 1. 

• St = W.Yt + (1-W). St-I [St= Current smoothened value (predicted)] 

• Yt = Current observed value. 

• W = weighted value or rate of trend. 

Time Series Analysis 

Time series analysis is commonly used for long term demand forecasting. The following 
are some of its components − 

• Seasonal variation 

• Cyclical variation 

• Random variation 

• Irregular variation 

To measure the components of time series, the following three methods are used − 

• Semi Average Method 

• Moving Average Method 

• Method of Least Square 

These methods can be used for time series analysis as per demand forecasting 
requirement of an enterprise. 

Econometrics Method 

This method for demand forecasting is an analytical method. In this method, different 
methods of economics and mathematics are used to forecast the demand. 

This method provides the liberty to assume multiple variables so it is more accurate in 
real business situations. 

This method is based on the following criteria − 

• Demand for a product is based on several factors. 

• The determinants are independent variables but the demand is the dependent 
variable. 
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• There is a constant interaction between demand and its determinants. 

• There is a constant interaction between the independent variables. The 
independent variables are divided into two types − Exogenous (non-economics) 
and Endogenous (economics). 

This type of interaction can be estimated by statistical method. The forecast is divided into 
the set of linear or non-linear equations. These principles should be taken into 
consideration while using the econometrics method for demand forecasting. 

Qualitative Techniques 

Let us now discuss some of the qualitative techniques of Demand Forecasting − 

Buying Intention Survey Method 

In buying intention survey method, the survey is conducted on the product; several 
questions regarding the product are formulated. The participants are asked for 
reviewing/rating the product based on different criteria like taste, preference, cost, 
expectation, etc. These reviews are summarized and a report is prepared for consumer 
demand of the product. 

Sales Force Opinion Method 

In sales force opinion method, different territorial sales demands are collected to forecast 
the demand of a product. Then individual territory demand is combined to produce a final 
report of the market demand. This method is difficult to execute due to improper skill of 
salesmen. However, with appropriate skills, accurate predictions can be forecasted. 

 

Chapter -2 PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 

The day-to-day tasks of product management professionals can include a wide variety of 

strategic and tactical duties. Most product managers or product owners do not take on all 

of these responsibilities. Indeed, in most companies, at least some of them are owned by 

other teams or departments. But generally speaking, most product professionals spend the 

majority of their time focused on the following areas of responsibility: 
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• Conducting Research: Product management professionals (product managers, 

product owners) conduct research to gain expertise about the company’s market, 

user personas, and competitors. 

• Developing Strategy: When they’ve gained sufficient industry information, product 

professionals then shape this knowledge into a high-level strategic plan for their 

product—including goals and objectives, a broad-strokes overview of the product 

itself, and maybe a rough timeline. 

• Communicating Plans: Now that they have a working strategic plan—which they’ll 

typically develop using a product roadmap—product professionals then present this 

plan to key stakeholders across their organization: executives, investors, their 

development team, etc. These product professionals will need to continue 

communicating across their cross-functional teams throughout the development 

process and beyond. 

• Coordinating Development: Assuming they have received a green light to move 

forward with their product’s strategic plan, product professionals will then 

coordinate with the relevant teams—product marketing, development, etc.—to 

begin executing the plan. 

• Acting on Feedback and Data Analysis: Finally, after the product has been built, 

tested and introduced to the marketplace, the product professional will learn, both 

through data analysis and by soliciting direct feedback from users, what works, 

what doesn’t, and what to add. Then they will again work with the relevant teams to 

incorporate this feedback into future iterations of the product. 
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Product Life Cycle 

 

 

Stages of Product Cycle 

Product life cycle can be defined as the life cycle of the product. It means the various 
stages a product sees in its complete life span. 

Product life cycle comprises of the following four stages − 

• Introduction or innovation 

• Growth 

• Maturity 

• Decline 

Let us start by describing the first stage we have in the product life cycle, that is, the 
introduction stage. 

Introduction Stage 

The product is introduced in the market in this stage; it is the initial stage of the product. 

• Sales of the product are low in this stage because there may not be a need of the 
product in the market. 

• The product may undergo brand trouble. 

• In this stage, there is very little or no profit. 

• The demand for the product is created and developed in this stage. 

After this initial stage, the next stage of the product is the growth stage. 

Growth Stage 

In this stage, the demands and market share increases as well as competition emerges in 
the market. 
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• Generally, the price remains constant in this stage. 

• Marketing and promotional expenses increase. 

• There is rapid increase in sales. 

• The manufacturing cost decreases so there is increase in profit margin. 

• It penetrates other market segment. 

In the growth stage, there is a boom in the demand of the product and the profit increases 
substantially. 

Maturity Stage 

The price of the product is comparatively low, but the advertisement and promotion cost 
increases in this stage. 

• This stage remains for a comparatively longer duration. 

• In this stage, there is high competition. 

• Profit is decreased. 

• Sales growth can be divided into the following three categories in the maturity 
stage − 

o Growth 

o Stability 

o Decay 

In growth, there is an increase in the demand of the product. In stability, the demand of 
the product remains constant. In decay, there is a slight decrease in the demand. 

Decline Stage 

There is a decrease in sales in this stage. Demand of product also decreases. 

• There is decrease in the price of the product. 

• Margins are lowered. 

• There is introduction of new product in market. 

• New strategies are implemented. 

This is the final stage of the product. There is a decrease in demand and sales of the 
product. 

Importance of Product Life Cycle 

Product life cycle is an important tool for market forecasting, planning and control. 
Product life cycle is important in various ways. The situation of the product can be 
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analyzed properly and changes can be made in order to increase profit. Some other 
important features are − 

• Helpful in formulating a proper product policy, production and pricing. 

• Helpful in modifying the marketing policy. 

• Helpful to the marketer regarding competition. 

• Cautions the management about the decline stage of the product. 

New Product Development Process 

If a company needs to launch a new product in the market, there is a different 
development process to be considered. The following are the factors contributing to new 
product development − 

• Demand in market 

• Acceptance of a product in the market 

• Acceptance of company strategy in market 

• Economic viability of the product 

• Changing the product as per consumer preference 

• Adapting as per technological development 

• Consideration of Government Policy 

The development process has to consider these different perspectives for product 
development and has to adapt as per the market demand. 

Stages of New Product Development 

The following are the different stages of new product development − 

• Stage 1 − Generation of new product ideas 

• Stage 2 − Screening and evaluation of ideas 

• Stage 3 − Development and testing of concept 

• Stage 4 − Development of advertisement and promotion strategies 

• Stage 5 − Analysis of business 

• Stage 6 − Development of product 

• Stage 7 − Testing product in market 

• Stage 8 − Commercialization of the product 
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BCG matrix 

Boston Consulting Group, the BCG matrix – also known as the Boston or growth share 

matrix – provides a framework for analyzing products according to growth and market 

share. The matrix has been used since 1968 to help companies gain insights on what 

products best help them capitalize on market share growth opportunities. 

Reeves Martin, senior partner and managing director of the Boston Consulting Group, said 

that nearly 50 years after its inception, the BCG matrix remains a valuable tool for helping 

companies understand their potential. 

Creating your matrix 

First, you'll need data on the market share and growth rate of your products or services. 

When examining market growth, you need to objectively compare yourself to your largest 

competitor and think in terms of growth over the next three years. If your market is 

extremely fragmented, however, you can use absolute market share instead, according to 
the Strategic Thinker blog. 

Next, you can either draw a matrix or find a BCG chart program online. (There are several 

that are free, available for subscription or part of another charting program, such as the 

free one by Miro.) 

In this four-quadrant chart, market share is shown on the horizontal line (low left, high 

right) and growth rate along the vertical line (low bottom, high top). The four quadrants 

are designated Stars (upper left), Question Marks (upper right), Cash Cows (lower 
left) and Dogs (lower right). 

 

Place each of your products in the appropriate box based on where they rank in market 

share and growth. Where you choose to set the dividing line between each quadrant 

depends in part on how your company compares to the competition. Here is a breakdown 

of each quadrant: 
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Stars: The business units or products that have the best market share and generate the 

most cash are considered stars. Monopolies and first-to-market products are frequently 

termed stars. However, because of their high growth rate, stars consume large amounts of 

cash. This generally results in the same amount of money coming in that is going out. Stars 

can eventually become cash cows if they sustain their success until a time when the market 

growth rate declines. Companies are advised to invest in stars. 

Cash Cows: Cash cows are the leaders in the marketplace and generate more cash than 

they consume. These are business units or products that have a high market share but low 

growth prospects. According to NetMBA, cash cows provide the cash required to turn 

question marks into market leaders, cover the administrative costs of the company, fund 

research and development, service the corporate debt, and pay dividends to shareholders. 

Companies are advised to invest in cash cows to maintain the current level of productivity, 

or to "milk" the gains passively. 

Dogs: Dogs, or pets as they are sometimes referred to, are units or products that have both 

a low market share and a low growth rate. They frequently break even, neither earning nor 

consuming a great deal of cash. Dogs are generally considered cash traps because 

businesses have money tied up in them, even though they are bringing back basically 
nothing in return. These business units are prime candidates for divestiture. 

Question Marks: These parts of a business have high growth prospects but a low market 

share. They consume a lot of cash but bring little in return. In the end, question marks, also 

known as problem children, lose money. However, since these business units are growing 

rapidly, they have the potential to turn into stars. Companies are advised to invest in 
question marks if the product has the potential for growth, or to sell if it does not. 

Using the BCG matrix to strategize 

Now that you know where each business unit or product stands, you can evaluate them 

objectively. In an article on Marketing 91, author Hitesh Bhasin outlines four potential 

strategies you can follow based on the results of your BCG matrix analysis: 

Build: Increase investment in a product to increase its market share. For example, you can 
push a question mark into a star and, finally, a cash cow. 

Hold: If you can't invest more into a product, hold it in the same quadrant and leave it be. 

Harvest: Reduce your investment and try to take out the maximum cash flow from the 
product, which increases its overall profitability (best for cash cows). 

Divest: Release the amount of money already stuck in the business (best for dogs). 

The role of cash flow in the matrix 
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Understanding cash flow is key to making the most of the BCG matrix. In 1968, BCG founder 
Bruce Henderson noted that four rules are responsible for product cash flow: 

1.Margins and cash generated are a function of market share. High margins and high 

market share go together. 

2.To grow, you need to invest in your assets. The added cash required to hold share is a 

function of growth rates. 

3.High market share must be earned or bought. Buying market share requires an additional 

increment or investment. 

4.No product market can grow indefinitely. You need to get your payoff from growth when 

the growth slows; you lose your opportunity if you hesitate. The payoff is cash that cannot 

be reinvested in that product. 

 

Product planning 

Product planning is the process of mapping out a product from idea to launch. It 

encompasses all of the steps and tasks that product managers take to make sure that a 
product is successful once it’s on the market. 

Product planning isn’t just a one-and-done type of activity. For product managers, product 
planning is part of their day-to-day and should be thought of as an ongoing strategy. 

From deciding on what kind of features your product will have, to setting achievable target 

revenue goals, product planning takes into account all internal decisions that go into 

making a product that will keep your customers satisfied. In order to make sure the 

process goes smoothly, it’s important to have an understanding of certain common product 
planning terms your peers in the SaaS industry are using. 

Since product planning is demanding, it can be divided into 5 phases: 
Developing the product concept: The first step is always the most difficult. In the case of 
product planning, you should know what exactly you want to create. Once you have the 
basic concept developed, the rest will be easy. However, most of all you should ask yourself 
the question: Why do I want to do it? If you are not able to answer this questions, you 
should not bother with planning the product. 
Studying the market: This step is necessary to find out what the market looks like, what 
are the customers’ needs but also how are competitors doing. This step can help in 
obtaining much useful information. 
Market research:This step is concerned with methods and practices which can be used 
while product’s development. It’s best to study all of the possibilities to see which one will 
be the best for the product. 
Product introduction: If all the research, analysis, data collection, and examinations are 
positive, it’s time to introduce the product. If the product is received well, you can keep 
working on it or even expand it further. 
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Product lifecycle: This step is made of 4 stages: introduction stage, growth stage, 
maturity stage, decline stage. These stages help to monitor product’s “life” and make it 
easier to implement any changes. 
 

Chapter 3- BRAND MANAGEMENT 

 

Concepts and Elements of Branding 

Branding is the art and cornerstone of marketing. Without brands, human beings would be 

like fish without water. Brands are unique in many ways as they are characterized by 

enormous amount of complexity, which results from the service attributes of the retailers 

as well as from the multiplicity of the brand attributes. 

Considering the presence of more than 12 million kirana stores in the country, 

neighbourhood kirana store stands to be the strongest retail brands in India. It draws its 

brand strength from location, accessibility, personal attention philosophy, long trading 

hours, affordable prices and service. 

Similarly, in the consumer goods industry especially FMCG and consumer electronic 

products category, each brand has its position in the customer’s mind and delivers high set 

of values than these of other competing brands. 

Considering the fundamental nature of the brand management, elements of branding 
are studied under following four key concepts: 

1. Brand identity. 

2. Brand image. 

3. Brand position. 

4. Brand equity. 

1. Brand Identity: 

In retailing world, different brands vary in the power and value they command. Some 

brands are very popular and have high level of awareness in terms of name recall and 

recognition while others are entirely unheard by the people. Aaker defines brand identity 

as “a unique set of brand associations that the brand strategist aspires to create or 

maintain. These associations represent what the brand stands for and imply a promise to 
customers from the organization members”. 

2. Brand Image: 
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Brand identity describes what the brand is all about, what its inherent features are and 

how it is different from other competing brands while brand image reflects the perceptions 

of customers about the brand. Brand image is the sum total of impressions created by the 

brand in the consumer’s mind. It is based on the concept that consumers buy not only a 
product but also the bundle of associations such as wealth, power, sophistication, etc. 

3. Brand Position: 

A brand is the part of the brand identity and value preposition that is to be actively 

communicated to the target audience that sets it apart from the competition. A brand 

manager needs to establish communication objectives and plan the creative execution 

strategy. 

The beginning of an execution strategy is the brand positioning statement. The statement 

basically describes the “place” that a brand should occupy in the minds of target customers. 

In simple sense, it means how a brand is seen in the market place focuses on what is unique 

to the brand. 

Here some major factors are discussed that go into defining a brand position: 

Brand Attributes: 

It means what the brand delivers through features, applications and benefits to 

consumers: 

i. Consumer Expectations: 

Are customers ‘expectations’ fulfilled from a brand? 

ii. Price: 

It is comparison between your prices and competitors’ prices. 

iii. Competitive factors: 

It means what the other brands offer to consumers in terms of features and benefits. 

iv. Consumer Perceptions: 
 

4. Brand Equity: 

Brand equity is one of the popular and widely used concepts in marketing that hardly 

emerged three decades before but is gaining popularity and vital place in marketing 

strategy. The reason behind the growing popularity of brand equity concept is because of 
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the fact that several marketing researchers have concluded that brands are one of the most 

valuable assets that a company has. 

The brand equity is an intangible asset that depends on associations made by the 
consumer. There are generally three perspectives from which brand equity can be viewed. 

These are: 

(i) Financial: 

One of the widely used ways to measure brand equity is to determine the price premium 

that a brand holds over a generic product. For example, if consumers are willing to pay 

Rs.20,000 more for a branded jewellery over the same unbranded brand, this premium 

provides important information about the value of the brand. However, marketing 

expenses must be taken into account when using this method to measure brand equity. 

(ii) Brand Extensions: 

A successful brand like Dabur’s “Vatika” may be used as a platform to launch new related 

products. The main benefit of brand extension is to take the benefits of brand awareness 

and thus reducing the advertising expenditures and risk associated with new launch. 

Subsequently, appropriate brand extension can enhance the core brand. As compared to 
financial measures of brand equity, brand extensions are more difficult to quantify. 

(iii) Consumer related: 

A strong brand not only sells itself but increases the consumer’s attitude strength toward 

the product associated with the brand. Attitude strength comes from experience with a 

product. Reports have shown that actual experience by the customer implies that trial 

samples are most effective than advertising during introduction stage of building a strong 

brand. Higher the consumer associations and awareness, higher will be brand loyalty. 

Strong brand equity has following underlying benefits: 

Increased cash flow by increasing market share and reduced promotional expenses. 

(i) Allows for charging premium pricing. 

(ii) Facilitates a more predictable income stream. 

(iii) Brand equity like an asset can be sold or leased. 

(iv) Make the brand easy to remember and develop repeat usage. 

Brand Differentiation 

Brand differentiation is a process undertaken by companies who seek to ensure their 

brand stands out from their competitions’. By singling out unique qualities your product 

offers and promoting them in a way that best targets your consumers, you are likely to gain 
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a competitive advantage over your rivals, which, in turn, should equate to increased market 

share. 

Brand differentiation does not relate to you logo, tagline or slogan. While these elements 

can distinguish your corporation appearance-wise, they do not necessarily set you apart for 

your competitors. Brand differentiation, therefore, focuses on what you can offer your 

customers. To differentiate yourself from similar retailers, in essence, you need to be able 

to provide something your competition does not. 

Some Ways to Differentiate Your Brand: 

1 – Meaningful Concept 

2 – Aesthetics 

3 – On-Site User Experience 

4 – Accessibility 

5 – Smart & Adaptable Pricing 

6 – Use of Emotions 

7 – Different Style of Competition 

8 – Caring Customer Service 

9 – Segment-Specific Orientation 

10 – Expanded Appeal 

11 – Innovate, Redefine, Excel 

12 – Giving Something Back 

 

Click here to Know more 
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Brand Image 

Brand image is the perception of the brand in the mind of the customer. It is an aggregate of 

beliefs, ideas, and impressions that a customer holds regarding the brand. 

A brand can be perceived differently by different customers. Hence, the formation of a 

consistent brand image is a huge task for any business. 

Importance of Brand Image 

Every Company strives to build a strong image as it helps in fulfilling their business 

motives. A strong brand image has the following advantages – 

▪ More profits as new customers are attracted to the brand. 

▪ Easy to introduce new products under the same brand. 

▪ Boosts the confidence of existing customers. Helps in retaining them. 

▪ Better Business-Customer relationship. 

While a company with a bad image may struggle to operate and might not be able to launch 

a new product under the same brand. 

 

Brand equity measurement 

As you know, brand equity is the value of your customers' perceptions of your 

organization. It is the market capitalization of a company that isn't defined by assets, 

liabilities, revenues, or intellectual property. At a basic level, brand equity is a company's 
total market value minus each measurable factor. 

How to Measure Brand Equity 

Without an understanding of a brand's current equity, organizations can struggle to set 
metrics for improvement. The fact is, there are a number of ways to measure brand equity 
and customer satisfaction. There are six distinct factors that enable a comprehensive 
understanding of distributed brand equity: 

1. Brand Awareness 

Customer knowledge of your products and services is an important part of brand equity. 
But even better than customers knowing you, is customers not being able to avoid thinking 
about your brand. A leading indicator of the consumer's awareness of your company is 
“conversation share,” or the amount of time your brand comes up in everyday 
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conversations about the products and services you offer. Measuring brand awareness 
among your target customers can take many forms. Some methodologies used to 
understand how aware your ideal customers are include: 

• Surveys and focus groups 
• Web traffic 
• Search volume for your brand and products 
• Social mentions and reviews 

2. Preference Metrics 

Consumer preference is a powerful factor in daily purchase decisions; it’s the reason a 
customer may decide to travel further and spend more money to access a product or 
service they really like. Aspects of customer preference that can be measured through focus 
groups, sales data and surveys can include: 

Brand Relevance: The extent to which your customers agree your brand provides unique 
and specific value that is not offered by your competitors. 

Accessibility: The ability to provide your target market with your products/services. 

Emotional Connection: Your strength in forming emotional connections with customers, a 
key factor in loyalty. 

Brand Value: A measure of how much your customers are willing to pay for your products 
and services. 

3. Financial Metrics 

Financial metrics surrounding brand equity are directly tied to sales performance. If these 
indicators, related to the financial value of your brand are increasing, your revenue is likely 
to be moving in the same direction. Ways to measure brand equity through related 
financial aspects include: 

• Price premium over competition 
• Average transaction value 
• Customer lifetime value 
• Rate of sustained growth 

4. Output Metrics 

What if your brand is investing time and budget into brand equity-building and you don’t 
see results? Output is a measure of marketing activity, which measures the marketing 
assets that get released to the public. Output looks at how often marketing materials are 
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released, and the type of asset released to the market place. Output can also be measured 
through the impact of your brand-created offers in local markets. 

Local activity impacts brand equity because assets that aren't being utilized by a local store 
owner can't influence sales. Similarly, poor-quality output – such as a direct mail offer 
that's amateurishly edited by a local franchisee – may have a serious negative impact on 
your brand equity. Three ways to determine how your assets for local marketers are 
translating into output are: 

• Local marketer campaign and asset utilization 
• Sales on promoted products 
• Customer adoption of loyalty programs 

5. Local Marketer Perception Metrics 

For distributed brand management teams, there’s value in thinking of your local marketers 
as customers. Your local representatives all have influence over your brand equity metrics; 
their local advertising and in-store customer experience shapes awareness, preference and 
financial habits. 

These factors influence their success and local customer experiences – a dealer who doesn't 
prefer your brand is less likely to have success selling your products to a customer. A 
franchisee who doesn't have an instinctive connection to your brand may use your 
marketing assets improperly. 

Your local outlets are directly responsible for the way your customers experience the 
brand. By monitoring local marketers' sentiment, you can further understand whether 
brand equity is increasing or decreasing and improve the quality of your support to locals. 
Ways to measure local perception of your brand include: 

• Surveys 
• Focus groups 
• Software adoption rates 
• Campaign deployment rates 

6. Competitive Metrics 

Your competitors’ brand equity has a direct influence on how your company's brand equity 
trends. If competition doubles-down and launches a campaign advertising a pricing 
adjustment, your customer preference could dip for reasons that have nothing to do with 
the work you're doing – and everything to do with your competitor's brand. 

Competitive metrics can reveal areas where your competition is not providing value to 
customers, such as missing products, poor customer experiences, or pricing. It can also 
reveal tactics and campaigns that have resonated with your consumer base. Metrics here 
include, but are not limited to: 
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• Customer acquisition rate 
• Market share 
• Sales lift 
• ROI of distribution channels 

How to Build Brand Equity 

Brand equity is built through every "touch" or interaction with the customer. Your 
advertising at the national and local level supports your brand equity, but so do your local 
marketers' face-to-face interactions with customers on a daily basis. By understanding that 
every outbound communication and in-store experience is an opportunity to add to a 
positive brand impression, brand managers can take control and not just measure brand 
equity but actually build it in the process. 

1. Build Your National Brand 

Distributed brand managers don't have direct control over local marketing execution, 
though they do have control over national-level campaigns. Using traditional, proven 
methodologies for building your brand on a national scale can increase your value to 
consumers and local affiliates. 

Strategic tools for expanding your value include: 

• Improving your brand position 
• Telling your brand story 
• Improving your tools for international brand consistency 
• Using consumer and local marketer feedback to improve brand messaging 

2. Improve Local Marketing Performance 

Brand equity at the local level is influenced by the quality of the customer experiences and 
consistency. If your customers see a product in your national advertisements, go to buy it, 
and have a great experience, you're on the way to building lasting brand equity. Just as 
easily as you build equity through good execution, poor local execution will undermine all 
those gains. 

Delivering consistently great experiences at local storefronts requires brand management 
teams to define expectations clearly and establish processes, often by using technology, 
that make it easier for two-way communications between local marketers and brand 
management teams to occur. 

3. Support Local Innovation 

How boring would it be if your brand released the exact same direct mail flier with no 
updates every summer? Pretty boring. Brands need to recast ideas in new and interesting 
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ways to keep their customers excited and engaged. To achieve balance, brand managers 
need to understand the two primary types of brand consistency: 

Repetition: The same thing over and over again. 

Innovation: The same idea expressed repeatedly, in a different way. 

Semantic consistency is what keeps your brand exciting, while rote consistency builds 
customer trust. Achieving a balance of these two factors is important to building your 
existing equity. For distributed enterprises, successfully balancing the two types of 
consistency requires supporting the right kind of innovation at the local level, making it 
easy for locals to comply with brand guidelines, and using a mixture of tools and strategic 
tactics like: 

• Brand guidelines 
• Brand voice and tone guidelines 
• Digital Asset Management technologies 
• Two-way communications 

 

Chapter 4- CONSUMER BUYING BEHAVIOR & 

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS 

 

Consumer personality & brand personality 

Personality Theories: 

Marketers have used three personality theories to describe consumers: 

(1) Psychoanalytic theory or Freud’s theory – 

(2) Sociopsychological theory. 

(3) Trait theory. 

(1) Freud’s Theory: 

This theory was given by Sigmund Freud. Freud’s psychoanalytical theory stresses the 

unconscious nature of personality as a result of childhood conflicts. According to this 

theory, the human personality system consists of the id, ego, and superego and conflicts are 

derived from these three components. 

id: 
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The id is the source of psychic energy and seeks immediate gratification for biological and 

instinctual needs like hunger, sex, and self preservation. In other words, id is 

conceptualized as a warehouse of primitive and impulsive drives for which individual seeks 

immediate satisfaction without concern for the specific means of satisfaction. The id 

operates on one principle, directing behaviour to achieve pleasure and to avoid pain. The 

id is entirely unconscious with no objective reality. 

Superego: 

Superego is the individual’s internal expression of society’s moral and ethical codes of 

conduct. This means superego is the leash on the id and works against its impulses. It does 

not manage the id but restrains it by punishing unacceptable behaviour through the 

creation of guilt. It’s role is to see that individual satisfies needs in a socially acceptable 
fashion. So, superego is a kind of ‘brake’ that inhibits the impulsive forces of the id. 

Ego: 

The ego is the individual’s self-concept and is the manifestation of objective reality as it 

develops after interaction with the external world. Ego is the individuals conscious control 

and it functions as an internal monitor that attempts to balance the impulsive demands of 

the id and the socio-cultural constraints of the super ego. 

(2) Socio – Psychological Theory: 

According to this theory, the individual and society are interlinked. This theory disagrees 

with Freud’s contention that personality is primarily instinctual and sexual in nature. It is 

also known as the Neo – Freudian Personality Theory, researchers believe that social 

relationships are fundamental to the formation and development of personality. 

(3) Trait Theory: 

Trait theory has been used most widely for measuring personality because it is a 

quantitative approach. This theory states that an individual’s personality is composed of 

definite pre-dispositionsal attributes called traits. A trait can be defined as any 

distinguishable, relatively enduring way in which one individual differs from another. For 
example sociability relaxed style, amount of internal control. 

Brand Personality: 

Consumers tend to assign various descriptive “personality – like” traits or characteristics to 

different brands in a wide variety of product categories. This is one of the most effective 

use of the concept of personality in marketing applications. Consumers have consistent 

patterns that guide their decisions to all brands or consumption situations. 

Brand Personality is a portion of the brand’s overall image, understood perhaps by many 

consumers but more attractive to some consumers than to others. We can define brand 
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personality as the communication goals related to the attributes inherent in a product as 

well as the profile of the perceptions received by consumers about specific brands. 

Brands basically have three dimensions: 

(1) Physical attributes – such as color, price, ingredients, and so forth. 

(2) Functional attributes – this means how the brand is functioning or we can say the 

consequences of using a brand. 

(3) Brands characterization – this means brands personality as perceived by consumers. 

Brands may be characterized as modern or old – fashioned, or lively or exotic, just the same 

way as people are characterized. 

 

Buying influences 

Consumer behavior can be broadly classified as the decisions and actions that influence the 

purchasing behavior of a consumer. What drives consumers to choose a particular product 

with respect to others is a question which is often analyzed and studied by marketers. Most 

of the selection process involved in purchasing is based on emotions and reasoning. 

 Marketing Campaigns 

Advertisement plays a greater role in influencing the purchasing decisions made by 

consumers. They are even known to bring about a great shift in market shares of 

competitive industries by influencing the purchasing decisions of consumers. The 

Marketing campaigns done on regular basis can influence the consumer purchasing 

decision to such an extent that they may opt for one brand over another or indulge in 

indulgent or frivolous shopping. Marketing campaigns if undertaken at regular intervals 

even help to remind consumers to shop for not so exciting products such as health 

products or insurance policies. 

 Economic Conditions 

Consumer spending decisions are known to be greatly influenced by the economic situation 

prevailing in the market. This holds true especially for purchases made of vehicles, houses 

and other household appliances. A positive economic environment is known to make 

consumers more confident and willing to indulge in purchases irrespective of their 
personal financial liabilities. 

Personal Preferences 

At the personal level, consumer behavior is influenced by various shades of likes, dislikes, 

priorities, morals and values. In certain dynamic industries such as fashion, food and 

personal care, the personal view and opinion of the consumer pertaining to style and fun 

can become the dominant influencing factor. Though advertisement can help in influencing 
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these factors to some extent, the personal consumer likes and dislikes exert greater 

influence on the end purchase made by a consumer. 

Group Influence 

Group influence is also seen to affect the decisions made by a consumer. The primary 

influential group consisting of family members, classmates, immediate relatives and the 

secondary influential group consisting of neighbors and acquaintances are seen have 

greater influence on the purchasing decisions of a consumer. Say for instance, the mass 

liking for fast food over home cooked food or the craze for the SUV’s against small utility 
vehicle are glaring examples of the same. 

 Purchasing Power 

Purchasing power of a consumer plays an important role in influencing the consumer 

behavior. The consumers generally analyze their purchasing capacity before making a 

decision to buy and products or services. The product may be excellent, but if it fails to 

meet the buyers purchasing ability, it will have high impact on it its sales. Segmenting 

consumers based on their buying capacity would help in determining eligible consumers to 
achieve better results. 

Buying process 

Problem/need recognition 

This is often identified as the first and most important step in the customer’s decision 

process. A purchase cannot take place without the recognition of the need. The need may 

have been triggered by internal stimuli (such as hunger or thirst) or external stimuli (such 

as advertising or word of mouth).  

Information search 

Having recognised a problem or need, the next step a customer may take is the information 

search stage, in order to find out what they feel is the best solution. This is the buyer’s 

effort to search internal and external business environments, in order to identify and 

evaluate information sources related to the central buying decision. Your customer may 

rely on print, visual, online media or word of mouth for obtaining information. 

 Evaluation of alternatives 

As you might expect, individuals will evaluate different products or brands at this stage on 

the basis of alternative product attributes – those which have the ability to deliver the 

benefits the customer is seeking. A factor that heavily influences this stage is the customer’s 

attitude. Involvement is another factor that influences the evaluation process. For example, 

if the customer’s attitude is positive and involvement is high, then they will evaluate a 

number of companies or brands; but if it is low, only one company or brand will be 
evaluated. 
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Purchase decision 

The penultimate stage is where the purchase takes place. Philip Kotler (2009) states that 

the final purchase decision may be ‘disrupted’ by two factors: negative feedback from other 

customers and the level of motivation to accept the feedback. For example, having gone 

through the previous three stages, a customer chooses to buy a new telescope. However, 

because his very good friend, a keen astronomer, gives him negative feedback, he will then 

be bound to change his preference. Furthermore, the decision may be disrupted due to 
unforeseen situations such as a sudden job loss or relocation. 

 Post-purchase behaviour 

In brief, customers will compare products with their previous expectations and will be 

either satisfied or dissatisfied. Therefore, these stages are critical in retaining customers. 

This can greatly affect the decision process for similar purchases from the same company 

in the future, having a knock-on effect at the information search stage and evaluation of 

alternatives stage. If your customer is satisfied, this will result in brand loyalty, and the 

Information search and Evaluation of alternative stages will often be fast-tracked or 

skipped altogether. 

Consumer Behavior - Models Types 

Industrial and Individual Consumer Behavior Models 

Understanding buyer behaviors plays an important part in marketing. Considerable 
research on buyer behavior both at conceptual level and empirical level has been 
accumulated. There are two types of buyers − 

• Industrial (organizational) buyer 

• Individual consumer 

Organizational buying behavior has many distinctive features − 

• First, it occurs in a formal organization which is caused by budget and cost. 

• Second, in some conditions, joint decision-making process may occur, and this is not 
possible in individual buying behavior. 

• Finally, conflict occurs and they are hard to avoid in the joint decision making 
process. 

In order to understand the organizational buying behavior, we first consider who will be 
involved in the buying process and what are their expectations. At least, purchasing 
agents, engineers, and final consumers will participate in the buying process. 

The potential of different decision maker are different in different situations. In this 
model, there are five different sets of variables determining the expectations of the 
individual − 
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The individuals' background, information sources, vigorous search, the selective bend of 
the information based on their previous information and expectations, satisfaction with 
previous purchase. 

Except the perceptual distortion, the other four variables that are easy to gather 
information. 

The second part of the model is regarding the industrial buying processes − Independent 
decision which means that the decision is delegated to one department, joint decision 
processes. 

The product-specific factors (the perceived risk, the type of purchase, and time pressure) 
and the company-specific factors (company orientation, company size, and degree of 
centralization) will determine the type of factor. 

The greater the apparent risk, the more preferred to joint decisions. If it is a life-time 
capital buy, the more likely the joint decision will take place. 

If the decision has to be made at an emergency, it is likely to entrust to one party. A small 
and privately-owned company with product or technology orientation will lean towards 
independent decisions. 

Economic Man Model 

In this model, consumers follow the principle of maximum utility based on the law of 
diminishing marginal utility. Economic man model is based on the following effects − 

• Price Effect − Lower the price of the product more will be the quantity purchase. 

• Substitution Effect − Lower the price of the substitute product, lower will be the 
utility of the original product purchase. 

• Income Effect − When more income is earned, or more money is available, quantity 
purchased will be more. The economic theory of buyer’s decision-making was 
based on the following assumptions − 

As consumer resources are limited, he would allocate the available money which will 
maximize the satisfaction of his needs & wants. 

Consumers have complete knowledge about the utility of each product and service, i.e., 
they are capable of completing the accurate satisfaction that each item is likely to produce. 

As more units of the same item are purchase the marginal utility or satisfaction provided 
by the next unit of the item will keep on decreasing, according to the law of diminishing 
marginal utility. 

Price is used as a measure of sacrifice in obtaining the goods or services. The overall 
objective of the buyer is to maximize his satisfaction out of the act of purchase. 

Learning Model 
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This model suggests that human behavior is based on some core concepts − the drives, 
stimuli, cues, responses and reinforcements which determine the human needs and wants 
and needs satisfying behavior. 

 

 

• Drive − A strong internal stimulus which compels action. 

• Stimuli − These are inputs which are capable of arousing drives or motives. 

• Cues − It is a sign or signal which acts as a stimulus to a particular drive. 

• Response − The way or mode in which an individual reacts to the stimuli. 

If the response to a given stimulus is “rewarding”, it reinforces the possibility of similar 
response when faced with the same stimulus or cues. Applied to marketing if an 
informational cue like advertising, the buyer purchases a product (response); the 
favourable experience with the product increases the probability that the response would 
be repeated the next time the need stimulus arises (reinforcement). 

The Psychoanalytic Model − The model suggests that human needs operate at various 
levels of consciousness. His motivation which is in these different levels, are not clear to 
the casual observer. They can only be analyzed by vital and specialized searching. 

Sociological Model − This is concerned with the society. A consumer is an element of the 
society and he may be a member of many groups and institutions in a society. His buying 
behavior is influenced by these groups. Primary groups of family friend’s relatives and 
close associates extract a lot of influence on his buying. A consumer may be a member of a 
political party where his dress norms are different from different member. As a member of 
an elite organization, his dress needs may be different, thus he has to buy things that 
confirm to his lifestyle in different groups. 

 

Post purchase behaviour in Consumer Buying process 
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Post-purchase behavior is the reaction of the consumer, it gives an idea of his likes and 

dislikes, preferences and attitudes and satisfaction towards the product. It indicates 

whether or not the purchase motives have been achieved. 

Purchase is the means, and post purchase is the end. Post purchase behavior indicates 

whether or not repeat purchases will be made. Whether the customer will recommend the 

product to others or not. It indicates whether long-term profits can or cannot be expected. 

All this can be found out by the post-purchase behavior of the customers. Post purchase is 

the last phase in the decision-making process as indicated by Figure below. 

The customer while making a decision goes through three phases: 

 

After purchasing a product, a customer is either satisfied or dissatisfied and his satisfaction 

or dissatisfaction depends on his expectation and the difference between the performance. 

Expectation gives the degree of customer’s satisfaction/dissatisfaction with the product. 

This is shown in Figure below. 
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The figure illustrates that if the performance is below expectations the customer is 

dissatisfied. However, there can be a match between the two, i.e., performance is in line 

with expectation. In another position is the product which surpasses the expectancy level, 

and performs much better than expected. This is a source of satisfaction and delight to the 

consumer. 

Satisfaction or dissatisfaction cannot be generalized, i.e., there is no accepted definition of 

satisfaction or dissatisfaction. It depends on a number of factors outlined below: 
• The presence of a particular factor may cause dissatisfaction. If the same factor is 

removed, it may not unnecessarily lead to satisfaction, i.e., greasy snacks may 
lead to dissatisfaction but, the absence of greasiness in the same snacks may not 
lead to satisfaction. 

• If is a cumulative effect of many factors put together, the effect of individual factors 
cannot be gauged easily. 

• Dissatisfaction may as such not lead to any complaint, but the dissatisfaction of a 
high degree may lead to complaint making of a complaint and, handling of 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction is a logical process. A person will not complain if he 
sees no use of doing so or feels that the complaint will not entertained. Also, 
consumers complain if it is convenient for them to do so. They may not go out of 
their way to make complaints. Complaining also requires resources, i.e., time, 
money, knowledge, expertise,etc. which one may not possess. 

The dissatisfaction by a consumer towards product may lead to: 

Discontinuing purchase of those products or brands by which a customer is dissatisfied. 
If he had been patronizing that product which has led to his dissatisfaction,he may change 
to a new brand or a new product. 
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Negative Word of mouth He speaks negatively about the product to his friends,peers 
and associates. Instead of propagating the positive aspects, he starts defaming the 
product/brand and shows his dissatisfaction openly. 
Lodges a complaint to the concerned authorities. Consumer Forum is one such agency 
that entertains such complaints. It may be a time-consuming process and difficult for all 
dissatisfied customers to resort to. 
Complaints directly to the seller and gets his claim settled or the product/brand 
changed according to his liking or agrees for any such settlement. 
 

 

Click here to Know more 

 

Marketing research 

Various definitions of marketing research are given below: 

“The systematic gathering, recording and analysis of data about problems relating to the 

marketing of goods and services” —The American Marketing Association. 

 

“The systematic objective and exhaustive research for and study of the facts relevant to any 
problem in the field of marketing.” —Richard Crisp 

“Marketing research is the careful and objective study of product design, markets, and such 

transfer activities as physical distribution and warehousing, advertising and sales 
management.” —Clark and Clark 

“Marketing research is the inclusive term which embraces all research activities carried on 

for the management of marketing work, the gathering, recording and analysing of all facts 

about problems relating to the transfer and sale of goods and services from producer to 

consumer.” —Harry Hapner 
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Marketing Research V/S Market Research: 

Marketing research is a broader term including market research. Marketing research is 

concerned with all the major functions of marketing. Market research is primarily 

concerned with knowing the capacity of the market to absorb a particular product. 

Marketing research is not only concerned with the jurisdiction of the market but also 

covers nature of the market, product analysis, sales analysis, time, place and media of 

advertising, personal selling and marketing intermediaries and their relationships etc. 

Marketing Research: 

Marketing research serves the purpose of ‘intelligence wing of the marketing management. 

Its scope is very broad as compared to market- research. It is concerned with collection of 

market information systematically and impartially, analysis and evaluation of relevant data 

and use such data for the benefit of the organisation. 

Objectives of Marketing Research: 

Marketing research is undertaken for attaining the following objectives: 

 To Provide Basis For Proper Planning: 

Marketing and sales forecast research provides sound basis for the formulation of all 

marketing plans, policies, programmes and procedures. 

To Reduce Marketing Costs: 

Marketing research provides ways and means to reduce marketing costs like selling, 

advertisement and distribution etc. 

To Find Out New Markets for The Product: 

Marketing research aims at exploring new markets for the product and maintaining the 

existing ones. 

 To Determine Proper Price Policy: 

Marketing research is considered helpful in the formulation of proper price policy with 

regard to the products. 

To Study in Detail Likes and Dislikes of the Consumers: 

Marketing research tries to find out what the consumers, (the men and women who 

constitute the market) think and want. It keeps us in touch with the consumers, minds and 

to study their likes and dislikes. 

 To Know The Market Competition: 
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Marketing research also aims at knowing the quantum of competition prevalent in the 

market about the product in question. The company may need reliable information about 
competitor’s moves and strategies which are of immense significance for further planning. 

To Study The External Forces and Their Impact: 

Marketing research provides valuable information by studying the impact of external 

forces on the organisation. External forces may include conditions developing in foreign 

markets, govt, policies and regulations, consumer incomes and spending habits, new 

products entering in the market and their impact on the company’s products. 

Data Collection Methods for Marketing Research 

Data Collection Methods: 

It is important to note that for collection of the secondary data, no need to use specific 

methods. They are easily collected from various published sources. The problem of method 

selection arises in case of primary data. So, discussion on data collection methods is 

relevant to primary data only. Practically, sample-based survey methods are used. 

Selection of an appropriate sample is important decision in almost all the methods for 
primary data collection. 

 

 

 

1. Survey Method or Questionnaire Method: 

Survey method is also said as communication method as the data are collected by 

communicating with the respondents, either by face-to-face oral communication or by 

other means like telephone, mails, etc. This is a widely used method for collecting primary 
data. It is fit for any kind of research problem. 

i)Interview: 
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ii)Telephonic Interview: 

iii)Mail Survey: 

2. Observation Method: 

This is another type of widely used method for primary data collection. However, it is used 

as a complementary to survey method. It is used to furnish, revise or complement data 

collected through the survey. Observation can be defined as: The act of carefully 
recognizing and noting facts or occurrence. 

i. Structured v/s Unstructured Observation: 

ii. Lives v/s Record Observation: 

iii. Direct v/s Indirect Observation: 

iv. Natural v/s Contrived Observation: 

v. Human v/s Mechanical Observation: 

vi. Disguised v/s Undisguised Observation: 

3. Experimental Method: 

Under this method of data collection, a cause and effect (i.e., causal) relationship is 

established. The independent variables are manipulated to measure the effects of such 

manipulation on the dependent variables. 

i. Field or Natural Experiment: 

ii. Laboratory or Artificial Experiment: 

 Panel Method: 

Panel method is a hybrid method. All aforesaid methods are used to collect data from the 

panel. Panel can be defined as: The fixed and relatively permanent sample/group of 

respondents to obtain information continuously or intermittently (periodical) basis. In case 

of panel method, data are collected only from panels of response groups or respondents. 

i. Consumer Panel: 

ii. Dealer Panel: 

iii. Supplier Panel: 

iv. Continuous or Periodical Panel: 

v. Permanent or Temporary Panel: 

vi. Fixed or Variable Panel: 
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Integrated Marketing Communications (IMC) 

 

Integrated Marketing Communications or IMC involve coordinating the various 

promotional elements and other marketing activities that communicate with the firm’s 

customers. The basic IMC tools used to accomplish an organisation’s communication 

objectives are referred to as the promotional mix. Integrated marketing communication 
uses channels like advertising, sales promotion, PR, personal selling, events etc. 

 

 

Integrated Marketing Communication Tools 

The various tools or elements used in IMC to promotes brands are mentioned below: 

Advertising: Any paid form of non-personal communication about an organisation or its 

merchandise by an identified sponsor is known as advertising. This is often the most 

important part of marketing communications. The paid aspect means that the space for an 

advertising message generally has to be bought. Advertisement often involves mass media 

like broadcast television, radio, newspapers, e-marketing and magazines that can transmit 

the message to large groups of individuals. Companies these days focus on 360 degree 

branding to have a complete promotion of its brand. Online media channels use content 

marketing effectively to reach out to its customers. 

Sales Promotion: Those marketing activities that provide extra value or incentives to sales 

force, distributors or end consumers to generate immediate sales is known as sales 

promotions. For consumers, sales promotions generally includes discounts, coupons and 

contests. “Buy one get one free” etc. are well known methods of sales promotions 
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 Public Relations: Public relations refers to non-personal communications regarding a 

product or service that is not paid for or run under a sponsor. Hence the main advantage of 
public relations is its credibility and helps in building a strong brand equity.  

 Personal Selling: In personal selling, the seller attempts to persuade prospective buyers 

to buy the company’s merchandise or service. Unlike advertising, personal selling involves 
direct contact between the buyer and seller. 

Public Relations 

A variety of programs directed toward improving the relationship between the 

organisation and the public. Advertising is a one-way communication whereas public 

relations is a two-way communication which can monitor feedback and adjust its message 

for providing maximum benefit. A common tool used here is publicity which capitalizes on 

the news value of the product or service so that the information can be disseminated to the 
news media. 

Direct Marketing 

Direct Marketing involves the use of mail, telephone, fax, e-mail, or internet to 

communicate directly with or solicit response or dialogue from specific customers or 

prospects. Shoppers have started relying on credit cards and online purchasing more than 

ever which makes it essential for marketers to approach the consumers directly thus 

helping them in the purchase process. 

Events and Experiences 

These are company sponsored activities and programs designed to create brand-related 

interactions with customers. Sponsorships improve the visibility of the company. 

Companies provide customers with an experience of using the product which ends up 

leading to a higher brand recall than competitors. These events prove to be engaging with 
the audience. 

 

Chapter 5- SALES 

 

Personal selling 

Personal selling is where businesses use people (the "sales force") to sell the product after 
meeting face-to-face with the customer.  

The sellers promote the product through their attitude, appearance and specialist product 

knowledge. They aim to inform and encourage the customer to buy, or at least trial the 

product. 
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A good example of personal selling is found in department stores on the perfume and 

cosmetic counters. A customer can get advice on how to apply the product and can try 

different products. Products with relatively high prices, or with complex features, are often 

sold using personal selling. Great examples include cars, office equipment (e.g. 

photocopiers) and many products that are sold by businesses to other industrial 

customers. 

The main advantages and disadvantages of personal selling can be summarised as 
follows: 

 

 

Selling Process 

Definition of Selling 

Selling is a process involving the interaction between a potential buyer and a person hired 
by a company to sell its products to potential buyers. Sales is a recognized business 
profession, and ranges from a shoe salesman to an investment banker who manages 
company stock with billions of dollars at stake. 

Sales Process 

Professional selling involves a series of seven distinct steps. Let's take a look at each. 

1. Prospecting is finding and qualifying potential customers. Qualifying is the process 
of determining whether a potential customer has a need or want that the company 
can fulfill, and whether the potential client can afford the product. 

2. Preparation involves preparing for the initial contact with a potential customer. 
You will need to collect and study relevant information, such as product 
descriptions, prices, and competitor information. You will also need to develop your 
initial sales presentation. 

3. Approach is the first face-to-face interaction you will have with the potential 
customer. In the premium approach, you give your prospect a gift at the beginning 
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of the interaction. It may be a pen, a novelty item or company calendar, for example. 
Another method is the question approach, in which you ask a question to get the 
prospect interested. For example, 'Would you have a problem making a 15% annual 
return on an investment?' You may also use the product approach, in which you 
give the prospect a sample to review. The idea behind all of these approaches is to 
get the prospect involved in the interaction quickly. 

4. Presentation is actively listening to the needs and wants of the potential customer 
and demonstrating how your product can meet those needs and wants. 

5. Handling objections is an important part of the process. Objections can be useful 
because they tell the salesperson what to focus upon in addressing a prospect's 
concerns. Successful salespeople learn how to overcome objections through 
preparation and having the right information at hand to address them. 

6. Closing involves identifying closing signals from the prospect that indicate it's 
decision time. There are different approaches to closing. In the alternative choice 
close, you assume the sale and offer the prospect a choice such as, 'Will this be a 
cash or credit transaction?' An extra inducement close involves you offering 
something extra to get the buyer to agree, such as a discount or a free product. In 
the standing room only close, you inform the prospect that time is of the essence 
because some impending event, such as a price increase, will change the terms of 
the offer. 

7. Follow-up is building a long-term relationship with your customer for purposes of 
repeat sales. For example, you make contact with the customer sometime after the 
sale and make sure the product was received and is in good condition. Again, the 
idea is not to sell at this stage, but to create a solid relationship for future sales. 

Types of the sales organization 

 

The line sales organization 

• This is the oldest type used in smaller firms and in firms where there is a small 
selling force. This limitation restricts them to narrow product line in limited 
geographical area. 

• All executives have line authority and each subordinate is responsible only to one 
higher-up. 

• They have fixed responsibilities and sales personnel reports directly to the chief 
sales executive 

• Lines of authority and responsibility are clear and logical, and it is difficult for 
individuals to shift or evade responsibilities 

• Not appropriate when there is a large sales staff 

The line and staff sales organization 

• Found in large and medium sized firms selling diversified product lines over a wide 
geographical area 
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• Provides the top sales executive with a group of specialists and experts in dealer and 
distributors relations, sales analysis , sales organization, sales personnel, sales 
planning, sales promotion, sales training, service, traffic and warehousing 

• Staff sales executives do not have authority to issue orders or directives. 
• Staff recommendations are submitted to the top sales executives and after approval, 

transmit necessary instructions to the line organization 
• Gives time to the staff executives time to study problems before recommendations. 

Functional sales organization 

• Based upon the concept that each individual in an organization, executive and 
employee, should have as few distinct duties as possible 

• Salespeople receive instructions from several executives but on different aspects of 
their work 

• All specialists have line authority and they have a function authority 
• There is a great improved performance 
• Not feasible for small and medium sized firms 

Committee sales organization 

• The executive group plans policy formulation while implementation of plans and 
policies is done by individual executives 

• Many firms have a sales training committee 
• Before policies are made and action is taken, important problems are deliberated by 

committee members and are measured against varied viewpoints. 

Sales Forecast 

What is a Sales Forecast? 

A sales forecast is a prediction of future sales revenue. Sales forecasts are usually based on 

historical data, industry trends, and the status of the current sales pipeline. Businesses use 

the sales forecast to estimate weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annual sales totals. 

Just like a weather forecast, your team should view your sales forecast as a plan to work 

from, not a firm prediction. 

Sales forecasting is also different than sales goal-setting. While a sales goal describes what 
you want to happen, a sales forecast estimates what will happen, regardless of your goal. 

Requirements for Accurate Sales Forecasts 

Good data is the most important requirement for a good sales forecast. New businesses 
that don’t have much data about their own sales process may need to rely on industry 
averages or even educated guesses. On the other hand, more established companies can 
use their historical data to model future performance. 
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Before you begin forecasting, here’s a list of things you should document: 

1. Your sales process. 

Without a clearly documented sales process describing the actions and steps it takes to 
close a deal, you’ll have difficulty predicting whether any single deal will close. 

2. Your Sales goals or quotas. 

While your forecast may be different from your goals, you won’t know if your forecast is 
good or bad unless you first have a target. So each rep needs an individual quota, as does 
the entire sales team. 

3. A benchmark or a current average of some basic sales metrics. 

Having easily accessible measures of the following basic metrics will make forecasting 
much easier: 

• The time it takes the customer to express interest 
• How long it takes to close a deal 
• The average price of a deal 
• The duration of the customer on-boarding process 
• Average renewal or rates, or how frequently you get repeat business 
• Conversion rates at each stage of the sales process 

Essentially, you want to define the average duration and performance of your sales process. 

4. Your current Sales pipeline. 

Make sure you understand what’s in your current pipeline, and that your CRM is accurate 
and up-to-date. If you don’t have a CRM, forecasting is more difficult, but not impossible. 

How to Forecast Sales 

There are several methods you can use to forecast sales. Many businesses use two or more 
methods together, to create a range of forecasts. That way, they have a best-case scenario 
and a worst-case scenario. 

Common sales forecasting methods include: 

1. Relying on sales reps’ opinions. 

Many sales managers simply ask their reps: “when will this deal close, and how much will it 
close for?” 
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While this is a method you could use to try to create a sales forecast, it’s not recommended. 
Sales reps tend to overestimate sales forecasts, and there is no repeatable process to 
generate a consistent forecast with this method. Unfortunately, many businesses still rely 
on this method to estimate future sales. 

2. Using historical data. 

With this method, you use a record of your past performance under similar conditions to 
estimate how you’ll perform in the present. For example, you may know that your business 
typically grows at 15% year over year and that you closed $100k of new business this 
month last year. That would lead you to forecast $115,000 of revenue this month. 

This method is slightly more accurate but ignores other factors that may have changed in 
the last year, like the number of sales reps you have, or how your competitors are doing. 

3. Using deal stages. 

In this forecasting method, you assign a probability of closing a deal to each stage in your 
sales process. Then, at any given time, you can multiply that probability by the size of an 
opportunity to generate an estimate of the revenue you can expect. 

This forecasting method is better still and is very popular because of its simplicity. 
However, it does have a weakness: it ignores the age of the opportunity. If two 
opportunities have booked a sales demo, but one is three weeks old and the other is 
three months old, are they really equally likely to close? 

4. Using a custom forecast model with lead scoring and multiple variables. 

This forecasting method relies on a combination of all of the above. Usually, you’d need an 
analytics tool or advanced CRM reports set up to help create these forecasts. 

If you have those resources, this method of sales forecasting can be most accurate. Also, 
you can take into account the age of an opportunity, its current stage in the sales process, 
the characteristics of the prospect that make them more likely to purchase, and more. 

Sales strategy 

What is a sales strategy? 

A sales strategy is a concrete, step-by-step plan by an individual or a company to sell 

products or services for the purposes of generating and increasing revenues. It is the plan 

that enables you to successfully sell your products or service again and again. This strategy 

is always tested, evaluated, and optimized to facilitate the achievement of desired results. 

In other words, a sales strategy involves understanding your unique selling points, 

identifying your target market, developing your pitch, and identifying the best sales 
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channels. Done right, a strategy gives your sales team a clear focus and allows you to seize 

opportunities like a well-oiled machine. 

Why is it important to have a sales strategy? 

A carefully-crafted sales strategy is critical to the survival and growth of your company. 

Many business owners hyper focus on product development and forging their marketing 

plan, leaving little room for the development and refinement of a sales strategy plan. This is 
a costly mistake. 

Developing a sales strategy plan that fits your business 

Every business is unique. Therefore, you must come up with a sales strategy that suits your 

company’s identity and business model. To come up with a plan that fits your business, you 

have to determine the following: 

Company vision 

A clear declaration of your company’s future direction helps you determine what you need 

to achieve now, this month, this quarter, and so on. Everything that you’re doing now and 
in the future must bring you closer to your vision. 

Revenue goals 

Your revenue goals must be aligned to your company vision. Why do you want to generate 

$250,000 in sales this quarter and $1 million for the whole year? How does it help you 

achieve your company’s vision? 

Ideal customer profile 

Gone are the days when you can identify your customers through demographics, interests, 

associations, and so on. You must create an archetype of your ideal customers including 

their personal background and pain point. This will help your sales team quickly qualify 

prospects. 

Marketing strategy 

Once you’ve identified your customers, come up with a plan on how to effectively reach 

them. Identify the best platforms to reach them: TV, radio, email, social media, and so on. 

Then, create a sales message that will both communicate your unique value proposition 
and make you stand out from your competition. 

Action plan 

Come up with a workflow that breaks down all the tasks involved in bringing you closer to 

your goals. Assign the tasks to team members with the right skill set and experience. Put 

together a timeline for the completion of these tasks. Your timeline should be in sync with 
your revenue goals. 
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To understand why, let’s first establish the difference between a marketing strategy and a 

sales strategy. The former is designed to increase your visibility, while the latter 

concentrates on actually making the sale. A sales strategy is concerned about generating 

real, quantifiable profits. No matter how good your product or marketing plan is, it will be 
for nothing if your sales process can’t produce results. 

To get to the level where you can consistently generate desired results, you need a well-

defined sales strategy that also covers your marketing plan. 

In essence, the importance of your sales strategy goes way beyond the bottom line. It helps 

you modify who your customers are and how you approach them as well as fine-tune your 

sales tactics, and find the right people for your team. 

How to build a sales strategy 

Now that you have a sales strategy plan for your business, it’s time to put it into action. 

Let’s look at the application of the plan through sales strategy examples. 

Update your customer profile 

One of the easiest ways to generate more sales is to look at what’s already working. Look at 

your current customers and understand who is actually buying your product. This is 

critical because, in business, there’s often a gap between your defined customers and your 

actual customers. The former is whom you’re trying to market to while the latter are the 
ones making the purchase. 

Get to know you’re actual buyers and create a customer persona that creates an identity 

rather than a compilation of figures. Here’s an example of a customer profile for an e-

commerce consulting business: 

Small Business Owner Stephen 

Stephen is a 36-year-old retail store owner who is fairly successful selling homemade 

healthy chips to local customers. However, he knows he can make more sales and grow 

faster if can sell his product online. Unfortunately, Stephen has no idea where to begin. He 

has a website but it’s not making a lot of sales because it is not search engine optimized. He 

needs an expert to show him the ropes. 

As opposed to the usual demographic-based profile that says 30 - 50 years old, business 

owner, retail industry, and so on, this profile tells a story that your sales team can quickly 

understand. With a persona of actual buying customers, you’re one step closer to 

generating consistent sales. 

Revise your marketing plan 

Create a new marketing plan based on the persona of your actual customers. Perhaps 

instead of using Facebook ads to market your service, you could better reach your 
customers through webinars, blog posts, and email marketing. 
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For example, your sales team would have a better chance of converting Small Business 

Owner Stephen if he became aware of your business through high-quality SEO blog posts 

and was nurtured through a series of emails and free webinars. With this process, you build 

a relationship where you demonstrate authority and foster trust. 

Sales promotion 

Sales promotion is the process of persuading a potential customer to buy the product. Sales 

promotion is designed to be used as a short-term tactic to boost sales – it is rarely suitable 

as a method of building long-term customer loyalty. 

Some sales promotions are aimed at consumers. Others are targeted at intermediaries and 

at the firm's sales force. 

When undertaking a sales promotion, there are several factors that a business must take 
into account: 

•What does the promotion cost – will the resulting sales boost justify the investment? 

•Is the sales promotion consistent with the brand image? A promotion that heavily 
discounts a product with a premium price might do some long-term damage to a brand 

•Will the sales promotion attract customers who will continue to buy the product once the 

promotion ends, or will it simply attract those customers who are always on the look-out 
for a bargain? 

There are many methods of sales promotion, including: 

Money off coupons – customers receive coupons, or cut coupons out of newspapers or a 
products packaging that enables them to buy the product next time at a reduced price 

Competitions – buying the product will allow the customer to take part in a chance to win 
a prize 

Discount vouchers – a voucher (like a money off coupon) 

Free gifts – a free product when buy another product 

Point of sale materials – e.g. posters, display stands – ways of presenting the product in 

its best way or show the customer that the product is there. 

Loyalty cards – e.g. Nectar and Air Miles; where customers earn points for buying certain 

goods or shopping at certain retailers – that can later be exchanged for money, goods or 
other offers 

Loyalty cards have recently become an important form of sales promotion. They encourage 

the customer to return to the retailer by giving them discounts based on the spending from 

a previous visit. Loyalty cards can offset the discounts they offer by making more sales and 

persuading the customer to come back. They also provide information about the shopping 
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habits of customers – where do they shop, when and what do they buy? This is very 

valuable marketing research and can be used in the planning process for new and existing 
products. 

The main advantages and disadvantages of sales promotion are: 

 

Sales monitoring System 

What Is a Sales Monitoring System? 

Every process is comprised of myriad moving parts: lead generation, qualification, and 

scoring, sales predictions, the various stages of the sales funnel, countless follow-up, and 

tuns of nurturing at every step. 

A sales monitoring system provides an easy way to manage all of the above. 

Think of it as a bird’s eye view to help you monitor and facilitate the activities within your 

sales organization. The sales monitoring system tracks leads as they move through the 

sales funnel, reminds sales rep to follow up or send specific pieces of content based on the 

prospect’s buying stage, and collects data on engagement. 

This helps sales teams focus less on manual tasks so they can do what they do best—sell. 

Advantages of a Sales Monitoring System in Your Business 

The main advantage of using a sales monitoring system is to gain visibility into your sales 

process. Because sales are the lifeblood of any company, it’s critical to know what’s in your 
sales funnel at all times and how much revenue to expect from your current opportunities. 
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But it doesn’t end there. The following advantages can also help you improve your sales 

performance: 

Repeatable Processes 

Any time you implement a process, you’re setting yourself up for repeatable success. 

Processes ensure consistency for specific tasks, which helps to prevent critical details from 

falling through the cracks. This ensures that every client receives the attention they 
deserve so you never miss an opportunity. 

Streamlined Operation 

Taking a systematized approach to sales makes your entire operation more efficient. Sales 

reps can spend less time thinking about their next time and more time on revenue-

generating activities to create a seamless experience for every prospect. 

Data Collection for Better Decisions 

When sales monitoring systems are implemented correctly, they collect all the data you 

need to make informed decisions for your organization. Data gives greater insight into 
what’s working and what’s not in your sales process so you can tweak and refine as you go. 

Must-Have Features of a Sales Monitoring System 

It’s easy to see why sales monitoring systems are so valuable to the companies who use 

them: the average return on investment for CRM and sales monitoring is about $8.71 for 

every dollar spent! 

So what should you look for in a sales monitoring system to make that kind of an ROI? 

Let’s look at some of the key features of successful sales monitoring systems: 

Sales Automation 

Sales monitoring systems start before sales teams should ever be involved in the process. 

By automating certain tasks like lead qualification and task assignment, sales reps are 

better able to spend less of their time on consuming tasks and more time guiding prospects 

to desirable decisions. 

Visual Sales Process 

Sales monitoring isn’t just about making easier work for the sales rep. It’s also about giving 

companies better insight into the real-time sales process. Sales monitoring systems should 

provide visuals into every aspect of your sales funnel, from lead generation and 

qualification to follow-ups and revenue predictions. 

Remote Selling Capabilities 
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A strong sales monitoring system should also include visibility into remote field teams. 

Companies should always be able to see what’s happening in the field and stay connected 
with reps. 

 

 

 Sales reporting 

What Is A Sales Report? 

A sales report, or sales analysis report, gives an overview of the state of the sales activities 
within a company. It shows the different trends happening in the sales volume over a 
certain time, but also analyzes the different steps of the sales funnel and the performance 
of sales executives. 

They give a snapshot of the company’s exercise at a specific moment in time to assess the 
situation and determine the best decision to make and the type of action to undertake. 
Sales reports help in finding potential new market opportunities where they could improve 
the results. 

They can be of various forms: a daily sales report format will track sales metrics that are 
relevant on a daily basis: the number of phone calls or meetings set up by a rep, number of 
leads created. Typically, weekly sales reports templates can monitor the number of deals 
closed by the team or the revenue generated. A monthly sales report format will provide a 
bigger picture of the activity of each sales rep or the team as a whole on various tasks. 

There are also different types of sales reports that will focus on different aspects: the sales 
performance in general, detailing the revenue generated, the sales volume evolution, 
measuring it against the sales target pre-set, the customer lifetime value, etc. There are also 
reports focusing on the sales representative themselves and their sales cycle performance, 
from lead generation to closing a deal. 

What Is The Purpose Of Sales Reports? 

Think of reporting as your “navigational aid” for steering your sales team in the right 
direction. Modern sales analytics software will help you to get actionable sales insights to 
drive future revenue and crush quotas. They make things crystal clear for your sales team 
as far as what’s important and what they should be working on. 

If a sales team sets an ambitious quarterly goal of closing six figures in new revenue 
streams, and then check the progress about two months in… only to realize that they’re 
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way off target from hitting their goal. They were probably busting their butts to make their 
goal become reality, but just working hard isn’t enough. 

You need to work hard, on the right things, at the right time. In other words, you need to 
work hard with intention and awareness. And that’s what a daily and a weekly sales report 
sample we will present in this article will help you achieve. They give you indications of 
how your team is performing on a constant basis so that you can course correct things as 
needed. 

As long as you’re not overloading your team with too many sales KPIs, by using reports you 
can show your staff, “Hey, these numbers are crucial to our success. So, we’re going to keep 
track of them on a frequent basis.”. When your team has a set of simple, clear KPI 
examples they need to execute on, they can invest all of their energy into drumming up 
revenue – instead of wasting time thinking about what they should focus on next. 

For example, let’s say that you’ve been doing an aggressive cold calling campaign to drum 
up new business. If you use a weekly report, you might find after a week that NOBODY has 
made any significant progress. Knowing this, you can switch to another strategy in time to 
still hit your monthly revenue goal. 

Granted, all of this information depends in large part on your sales cycles. If you have a 
massively expensive enterprise software package that often takes half a year to close, then 
a monthly report would be your version of a weekly report, and your weekly report would 
be similar to a daily report for other businesses with shorter sales cycles. 

Now that we’ve hopefully convinced you of the importance of using daily and weekly 
reports, let’s move on to some examples – we’ll even finish with some monthly reports! 

How To Make A Sales Report? 

When you write a report, you need to keep your final objectives in mind. To master the 
report writing, there are a couple of crucial question that you need to ask yourself: who are 
you reporting for, and why? Is this a weekly check-up or an assessment of a situation or a 
campaign project? What is the time period of the report? What is the main message you 
want to share? 

Once these questions have found an answer, you can easily articulate your report 
accordingly. Here’s how to do it: 
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Define your audience: before writing, think about who will read and what they need to 
know. Consider their background as well and if they are familiar with the jargon you might 
use. It’s not the same if you write for a sales audience or a general one. 

Define the purpose of your report: sharing monthly advancement with top management, 
or just having the weekly overview and analysis of the sales objectives with your team. 
Both reports will have a different structure and the info you will share will also be very 
different. 

Decide on a time period: that means that you can create a daily as well as a monthly 
report, or choose to display the data of the last quarter or year. Later in this article, you can 
see examples of each. 

Gather the right data: since you have set specific KPIs to track, you now just need to 
compile them all together and analyze them with the help of online BI tools. They are 
specifically designed to ease your data and create compelling sales analysis reports in no 
time. 

Visualize and communicate your findings: the most important part, once you have 
analyzed and dug out insights from your data, is to convey this information to your 
audience. Using a professional business intelligence dashboard that works with real-time 
data will always let you up to date when sharing your insights. 

Provide context: an aspect often forgotten, when we are deep in the reporting mindset, is 
that numbers never tell the full story. Provide some background and a bigger picture to the 
figures, especially if you are presenting weekly sales report templates for instance: how 
was the situation been the month, the quarter? Is the general trend going up or down? 

Get creative! When building your report, add a little bit of fun or more personal touch that 
will catch the attention of your audience and make you more confident while presenting! 
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Chapter 6- RETAIL MARKETING 

 

Retail Management - Marketing 

Retail marketing is the range of activities the retailer does to create awareness about the 
products or services among customers for selling. 

Retail marketing consists of visual merchandising, sales promotion, advertising, and 
marketing mix. All these factors are involved in shaping the marketing strategies of retail. 

Visual Merchandising 

It is the activity of developing floor plans and three-dimensional displays in order to 

engage customers and boost sales. Both, products or services can be displayed to highlight 

their features and benefits. 

It is based on the idea that good looks pay off. It requires creativity and an eye for 

presenting the products or services aesthetically so that the customers find it appealing 

and are motivated towards buying. Visual merchandising involves displaying products or 

services aesthetically using various objects, colors, shapes, materials, designs, and styles to 

attract the customers. 

Retail Advertising 

It is advertising the product or service on communication media. The retailer can advertise 

on electronic media such as television, radio, mobile, and Internet. Print media such as 

newspaper, brochures, handbills, product catalogues, are also popular among retailers to 

publish Ads. Retail advertising enables the retailer to reach out to a large number of people 
and create awareness among them about the product’s availability. 

The success of an Ad on a particular media depends upon the literacy level of the 

customers, their age and location. 

Sales Promotions 

Sales promotion is the communication strategy designed to act directly as an inducement, 

as added value, or as incentive for the product to the customer. Advertising may create 
desire to possess the product but sales promotion actually helps conversion to sales. 

Sales promotion drives existing customers’ loyalty, attracts new customers, influences 
customers’ buying behavior, and increases sales. It includes the following techniques − 

Point of Purchase (POP) Displays 

They are Ads placed near the merchandise to promote the sale where the customer makes 

buying decision. 
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Point of Sale (POS) Displays 

They are Ads placed near the checkout or billing counters to promote on-the-fly purchase 

that the customer makes at the last minute. 

Promotional Prices 

Some techniques such as Loss Leading (where irrespective of how luxurious the product is, 

retailer offers steep discount), Markdown (where retailer brings down the prices for wide 

range of products in the store), and Bundle Pricing (Buy one get one free or Get 3 pay for 1) 

are used in promotional pricing. 

Loyalty Programs 

Retailers conduct loyalty program for the customers who make frequent purchase by 

offering first access to new products, free coupons, or special discounted price on 
particular days. 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

It is identification, satisfaction, and management of customers’ stated and unstated needs 
and demands by the retailer for mutual benefit. 

It include four prominent phases − 

• Develop and Customize − Develop products or services to meet customers’ 
requirements. Customize the same according to customer segments. 

• Interact and Deliver − Communicate with existing and prospective customers and 
deliver the product or service with the added value. 

• Acquire and Retain − Acquire new customers and retain the loyal ones. 

• Understand and Differentiate − Understand customers’ needs, differentiate 
policies and products depending on customer behavior and preferences. 

 

Retail Marketing Strategies 

A retailer needs to decide as to what it wants to achieve for its customers. It has to decide 

the target market and then select the appropriate combination of product, price, place and 

promotion. 
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Retail positioning: 

This involves choice of target market and differential advantage. Targeting allows retailers 

to tailor the marketing mix which includes product assortment, service levels, store 

locations, prices and promotion, to the needs of their chosen customer segments. 

Location of the retail store: 

For some products like groceries, consumers do not like to go to a far away store. 

Therefore, store location has great influence on sales performance of such products. A 

retailer has to decide whether it will be a standalone store in a city, or will it open stores to 

cover a designated area like a city, state or country. A retailer may decide to open one store 

in each city. 

Product assortment and services: 

A retailer has to decide on the breadth of its product assortment, and also its depth. A 

retailer may have a broad product assortment, but within each product line, it can stock a 

shallow product range. Or it can have a narrow product assortment, but within each 

product line, it can stock a deep product range. 

Price: 

A retailer may choose to compete purely on price, but price can be a differential advantage 

only when a retailer has immense buying power, and has been able to control cost. A 

retailer may favour everyday low prices rather than higher prices supplemented by price 

discounts. 

 Promotion: 
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Retail promotion includes advertising, public relations, publicity and sales promotion. The 

goal is to position the store in consumers’ minds. Retailers design ads, stage special events 
and develop promotions aimed at their markets. 

Store atmosphere: 

Store atmosphere is created by the design, colour and layout of a store. A retailer works on 

both exterior and interior designs to create an appropriate store atmosphere. The store 

atmosphere should prompt target customers to visit the store and stimulate them to buy 

once they are in the store. 

Retail Supply Chain Management 

Retail Supply Chain Management is the process of managing the entire supply chain of 

retail organisations. The differentiating factor of retail supply chain management from 

other supply chain management is in the volume of product movement and the fast moving 

nature of the products of the retail industry. Retail supply chain has to be monitored very 

closely and has to be free from defects as the products are always on the move and the 

cycle time is very low. Further the continuous movement of materials across the supply 

chain is crucial to the success of any organisation in the retail industry. Hence retail 

management is very crucial to any organisation in the retail industry and has to be 
monitored closely and maintained properly. 

 

Promotional pricing 

Promotional Pricing is one of the most powerful sales promotion techniques in which the 

prices are reduced drastically for a short duration. It is also termed as On Sale pricing. This 
helps to increase the demand for the product. 

Sometimes buy one get one free scheme is used. 

Example: - 

Buy one get one free 

Sale with 20% or 30% off etc 

Price promotions or promotional pricing is the sales promotion technique which involves 

reducing the price of a product or services in short term to attract more customers & 
increase the sales volume. 

Promotional pricing is widely used both by manufacturers & retailers to gain market share 

& attract the customers to product, shop or a brand. Manufacturers use this technique to 

make customers aware of a particular product line or services or a particular brand. While 
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for retailers, instead of a particular product or brand, the price discount is given on many 

products so as to get the consumer to buy a variety of things from the shop. 

Promotional pricing is an informed decision by the company to give price discount on 

particular product or brand & calculations are done in order to assess the feasibility of 

discount & the time period for which it could be given. The rationale behind giving price 

discount is that any loss experienced would be compensated by the increase in sales 

volume and the addition of new loyal customers. 

Some flaws are also associated with promotional pricing as consumers stock up the 

product during promotional period & pre pone their purchase so as to get benefit of the 

price promotion. The price promotion may affect the brand equity as well & hence should 

be decided wisely. 

Store Based Retailer and Non-Store Retailing 

Retail stores can be broadly classified into two categories, i.e. store based retailers and 
non-store based retailers. 

Store based retailer 

I. On the basis of ownership: 

Independent retailer: 

An independent retailer is one who owns and operates only one retail outlet. Such stores 

can be seen under proprietorship. The individual retailer can easily enter into a retail 

market. The owner is assisted by local staff or his family members. These kinds of shops 
are passed from one generation to other generation. 

 A chain retailer: 

When two or more retail outlets are under a common ownership it is called a retail chain. 

For example: One of a number of retail stores under the same ownership and dealing in the 
same merchandise. It is called chain retailing. 

Franchise: 

A franchise is a contractual agreement between franchisor and a franchisee in which the 

franchisor allows the franchisee to conduct a business under an established name as per 

the business format. In return the franchisee has to pay a fee to the franchiser. For 
example: Pizza hut, McDonalds, etc. 

 Leased Department 

These are also known as Shop in Shops. When a section or a department in a retail store is 

rented to the outside party it is called leased department. The licensor permits the licensee 

to use the property and in turn the licensee pays a fee to the licensor for using his property. 
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 Consumer Co-operatives: 

A consumer co-operative is a retail organisation owned by its member customers. The 

objective is to provide commodities at a reasonable price. For example: Sahakari Bhandar, 
Apna Bazaar etc. 

 

II. On the Basis of Merchandise offered 

Departmental Stores: 

A departmental store is a large scale retail institution that offers several products from a 

pin to plane such as clothing, grocery etc. Retail establishment that sells a wide variety of 

goods. 

2. Convenience stores: 

These are relatively small stores located near the residential area. They offer limited line of 

convenient products such A ` store is a small store or shop that sells items such as candy, 

ice-cream, soft drinks, lottery tickets, cigarettes and other tobacco products, newspapers 

and magazines, along with a selection of processed food and perhaps some groceries, etc. 

3. Super Market: 

These are retail organisations that provide low cost high volume self-service operation to 

meet consumer requirements. Most of the super market charge lower price. Example: 

Subhiksha. 

3. Hyper Market: 

A hypermarket is a superstore which combines a supermarket and a department store. 

Hyper markets are huge retail stores that offer various products such as clothes, jeweler, 

stationery, electronic goods at cheaper price. Example: Big Bazaar, Star Bazaar, Giant Stores 

etc. They focus on high volume. 

4. Specialty stores: 

A specialty store is a store, usually retail, that offers specific and specialized types of items. 

They offer a narrow product line that concentrates on specialised products such as jeweler, 
fabrics, furniture etc. Customer service and satisfaction are given due importance. 

Non-Store based retailer 

A direct relationship of the retailer with his customer is on the basis of non-store Retailing. 

In India around twenty percent of retail sale is from non-store. The proportion of non store 
is growing steadily. 

Direct Selling: 
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Direct selling is a retail channel for the distribution of goods and services. There is no fixed 

retail location. In direct selling there is a direct contact of the retailer with his ultimate 
customers. 

Mail order: 

It is a retail format in which offerings are communicated to the customers through a 

catalogue, letters or brouchers. Such retailing is suitable for specialty products. The buyer 

places an order for the desired products with the merchant through a telephone call or 

website. Internet and online payment options, has made shop from home easier. 

 Tele Marketing: 

It is a form of retailing in which the products are advertised on television. Details about the 

product in regard to its features, price, warranty, direction to use etc. are mentioned and 

explained. Phone numbers are provided due to which customers can make a call and place 

an order for the product. 

 

Automatic Vending: 

This is a form of non store retailing in which the products are stored in a machine and 

dispensed to the customers when they deposit cash. Vending machines are placed at 

convenient and busy locations like air ports, shopping malls, working place etc. This 

machine primarily contains products like chocolates, snacks and drinks etc. 

Electronic retailing: 

It is also called as e-tailing or internet retailing. It is a retail format in which products are 

offered to the customers through internet. The customers can evaluate and purchase the 

products from their homes or office place. This kind of retail is gaining importance in 

recent years. 

Merchandising and warehousing 

Warehouse Retailing 

Warehouse retailing is a concept of selling large quantities of goods at discounts deeper 

than those provided in conventional supermarkets or wholesalers. They offer very low 

prices and little or no customer service at all. The value provided to customers (that 

include ultimate consumers and small retail outlets) is in the form of discounts and it is 

overall a rather no-frills experience. The industry rose in significance with dwindling 

disposable income but has matured over the years owing to unavailability of space, 

growing real estate prices etc. 

What is Retail Merchandising? 
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Retail merchandising a process that helps retailers sell their products. Successful retail 

merchandising involves selecting products that will attract customers, while pricing and 
promoting them in ways that will encourage sales. 

A retail merchandiser may be responsible for managing the following: 

Pricing 

Visual merchandising 

Product advertising and promotion 

On-site demonstrations 

Planogram design and maintenance 

Signage 

Free samples 

Product stocking 

Inventory management 

Count integrity 

Inventory audits and verification 

A good retail merchandiser needs to be aware of industry and market trends and have an 

excellent understanding of customer behavior and demand for their store’s products. 

Retail Merchandising Benefits 

Attracts customers - Good merchandising entices the customer to come into a store and 

make a purchase by making the buying experience a positive one. 

Maximize space – With the right layout, shelving, and product displays, a business can 

expand its retail space without having to move locations or renovate. Effective retail 
merchandising can make a space look more attractive and work more efficiently.  

More sales – The bottom line is that a pleasant shopping experience that gives customers 

what they want at the prices they want translates into more sales. 

Global retailing 

Global retailing is the concept of selling products (i.e., goods and services) across the 

geographical boundaries of a country to the consumers available in the different parts of 

the world to attain global presence and recognition and to capture the opportunities 

prevailing in the potential overseas markets. 
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The concept of global retailing is widely adopted today by many big brands and 

organizations to capture the potential markets in multiple countries. 

Some of the well-known examples of the companies operating on a global level are ‘Intel’, 
‘Facebook’, ‘Toyota’, ‘IBM’, ‘L’Oreal’, ‘PepsiCo’ and ‘Domino’s’. 

Content: Global Retailing 

Trends 

Strategies 

Role of Information Technology 

Challenges 

Emergence 

Global Retailing Trends 

To enter the new markets and avail the business opportunities, the organizations need to 
understand the presently prevailing flow of global retailing. 

Following are some of the most recent trends of global marketing adopted by business 

entities: 

 

Internationalization: The companies these days are preferring international 
markets due to the saturation of the domestic markets and seeking expansion and 
economies of scale. 

Improvising Service Offerings: In today’s highly competitive market, global 
retailers are also focusing on adding value to the consumer experience by providing 
some assistance or services with their products. 

Boutiques: The business organizations are moving towards speciality stores 
concentrating on a single product line or category to get global recognition for their 
expertise in a particular product or service. 

Mass Merchandizers: Also, some of the large retail organizations are expanding 
globally by selling a variety of products or services and having a diversified product 
line to target high volume of sales at minimal margin or profit. 
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Retail Format Migration: There has been a massive transformation in the retailing 
sector due to the emergence of e-commerce. Therefore, it has become a necessity for 
companies to adopt e-retailing for creating a global presence. 

Private Brand Expansion: It has become an essential platform for private 
companies to introduce their products to consumers spread across the globe and also 
to gain global recognition. 

Global Retailing Strategies 

Before entering the global market, the organization needs to plan and decide on a suitable 
business model or strategy by adequately analysing the potential market. 

Following are four significant plans of action to select from: 

 

 

 

Organic: The companies planning for global retailing may go with organic strategy, i.e., to 
open up their stores in different countries. It is a useful strategy if the potential market is 
culturally close and easy to enter. 

Chain Acquisition: The organizations may purchase an existing company which has 
multiple stores in the potential market or country. In this strategy, the organizations target 
markets which are complex and difficult to enter but have a close cultural presence. 

Franchise: One of the most common strategies of global retailing is franchising the 
business model, brand, procedures, copyrights, etc. and establishing the franchise outlets in 
different countries. It is a suitable strategy for culturally distant and accessible to enter 
markets. 

Joint Venture: The organization sometimes collaborate with the already existing 
companies around the world to enter those markets which posses a high level of entrance 
difficulty and culturally distant. 
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Role of Information Technology in Retailing 

Whether domestic or global retailing, information technology plays a significant role in 
simplifying business operations and enhancing the competitiveness of the organizations. 

Let us now understand the various ways in which technology supports retail organizations: 

 

Top Trends in Retailing in India 

 Shift from Unorganized to Organized Retailing: 

Retailing in India is thoroughly unorganized. There is no supply chain management 

perspective. The key factors that drive the growth of organized retailing in India are higher 

disposable incomes, rising urbanization, growing consumerism, nuclear family structure, 
growing number of educated and employed women population. 

 Store Design: 

Irrespective of the format, the biggest challenge for organized retailing is to create an 

environment that pulls in people and makes them spend more time in shopping and also 
increases the amount of impulse shopping. 

Competition: 

Competition is increasing between different types of retailers. Discount stores, 

departmental stores, supermarkets, etc. all compete for the same customers. The small 

independent retailers survive by providing personal services to the customers. 

New Form of Retailing: 

Modem malls made their entry into India in the late 1990s, with the establishment of 

Crossroads in Mumbai and Ansal Plaza in Delhi. India’s first true shopping mall, 

‘Crossroads’—complete with food courts, recreation facilities and large car parking space—

was inaugurated as late as 1999 in Mumbai. Malls have given a new dimension to shopping 
experience. 
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 Technology: 

Technology today has become a competitive tool. It is the technology that helps the 

organized retailer to score over the unorganized players, giving both cost and service 
advantages. Technology has also made possible the growth of non-store retailing. 

 Consumer Buying Behaviour: 

In India, there are no uniform trends with respect to consumer buying behaviour. There 

are visible differences in the shopping pattern of consumers across income segments. 

Organized retailing has definitely made headway in the upper class. 

 Entertainment: 

Modem retail formats provide a place for people to assemble, and a means of 

entertainment, by providing facilities such as food courts, mini theatre, children’s play 
spaces and coffee shops. These facilities help the customers enjoy shopping. 

 

Chapter 7- SERVICES MARKETING 

Services marketing is a broad category of marketing strategies focused on selling anything 

that is not a physical product. This includes everything from personal services like medical 

care and spa treatments, to the rental of vehicles and spaces, to experiences like concerts 

and dance lessons. Any method that can communicate a service's appeal and benefits to 

customers is a valid approach, including informational content, promotional deals, 

advertisements, and many other kinds of marketing materials.  

In the case of the “What Happens Here” campaign, the LVCVA sold the experience of visiting 

New Delhi in an attempt to generate customers for hotels, restaurants, and other local 

businesses. The campaign consisted of a wide variety of materials, like television 

commercials, magazine ads, Internet ads, billboards, and others marketing materials that 

communicated the campaign's message consistently. 

Who use services Marketing 

All organizations that provide services of some kind use services marketing strategies. 

These fall into the two, broad categories: organizations that provide services to individuals 

(business-to-customer, or B2C), and organizations that provide services to other 

organizations (business-to-business, or B2B). 

 Services marketing is most commonly used by companies that sell to individuals. They 

research consumer behavior to create advertisements that appeal to certain demographics, 

allowing companies to narrow the marketing focus to a concentrated effort. 

For example, a company that provides swing dance lessons would use services marketing 

strategies to research what kinds of people are most interested in swing dancing, and then 
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create advertising materials and promotions designed to appeal specifically to those kinds 

of people. 

Difference between Goods and Services 

Given below are the fundamental differences between physical goods and services: 

Goods Services 

A physical commodity A process or activity 

Tangible Intangible 

Homogenous Heterogeneous 

Production and distribution are 

separation from their consumption 

Production, distribution and 

consumption are simultaneous processes 

Can be stored Cannot be stored 

Transfer of ownership is possible Transfer of ownership is not possible 

 

Service positioning 

 

Service positioning is the unique identity of a service in a competitive market. A valuable 

position serves customer needs and stands out from the competition in a way that has 

meaning to customers. The following are illustrative examples of service positioning. 

Convenience 

Making things easy for the customer. For example, the delivery service that keeps trying to 

deliver until they find that you're home. 

Capabilities 

Unique capabilities such as the consulting service that offers rare and in-demand skills. 

Functions & Features 

Allowing customers to accomplish goals in a way that competitors can't match. For 

example, the airline with the most direct flights to Asian cities from Germany. 
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Customer Service 

More friendly and diligent customer service such as the telecom company that is pleasing 

to do business with. 

Variety 

Offering more choice such as the streaming media service with the most content. 

Quality 

A quality-based service position such as the media service with the best original content. 

Value 

A good price relative to everything the service offers. For example, the insurance coverage 
that always has the lowest price. 

Reliability 

A reliable service such as the airline that is always on time. 

Safety 

A safe service such as the airline with the best safety record that always puts safety first in 

everything they do. 

Performance 

Performance such as the fastest delivery service. 

Demographics 

Services that satisfy the customer needs of a particular demographic such as a family 

friendly hotel that offers special rooms for families with young children. 

Tailoring 

Tailoring the service to the customer such as the luxury hotel that goes out of its way to 

configure rooms and services to customer preferences. 

Sensory 

Positioning related to taste, smell, touch, sound and visual appeal. For example, the 

restaurant with the best tasting ice cream. 

Usability 

The most usable service such as the car navigation system that works as customers expect. 

Authenticity 

A service that is the real thing. For example, the most authentic sushi in Austin Texas. 
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Customer Experience 

An overall experience such as a happy theme park. 

Peak Experiences 

A service that offers peak experiences that feel like an accomplishment such as the travel 
service that offers adventure and personal enrichment. 

Benefits 

Offering the customer direct or indirect rewards. For example, a professional certification 

service that tends to boost an employee's long term salary. 

Reputation 

A service with a unique reputation on the market such as an investment bank with a track 

record of successful IPOs. 

Legacy 

A unique position based on the history of your firm such as a bank that is hundreds of years 

old that positions itself as time-tested, established and reliable. 

Knowledge 

Positioning a service as having superior knowledge such as an investment advisor who is 

well connected. 

Status 

Social status such as a night club in where you're likely to run into celebrities. 

Values 

Values such as the insurance company that cares about people with special services to help 

clients who experience losses. 

Gratitude 

A service that appreciates the customer's business. For example, the bar that remembers 

your name and favorite beverage. 

Culture 

A service that exemplifies a culture or subculture. For example, the restaurant chain that 

feels like Texas. 

Lifestyle 

A service that exemplifies a lifestyle such as a restaurant that offers a slow food experience. 
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Management Information Systems (MIS) 

What is MIS? 

MIS is the use of information technology, people, and business processes to record, store 
and process data to produce information that decision makers can use to make day to day 
decisions. 

MIS is the acronym for Management Information Systems. In a nutshell, MIS is a 
collection of systems, hardware, procedures and people that all work together to process, 
store, and produce information that is useful to the organization. 

The need for MIS 

The following are some of the justifications for having an MIS system 

• Decision makers need information to make effective decisions. Management 
Information Systems (MIS) make this possible. 

• MIS systems facilitate communication within and outside the organization – 
employees within the organization are able to easily access the required 
information for the day to day operations. Facilitates such as Short Message Service 
(SMS) & Email make it possible to communicate with customers and suppliers from 
within the MIS system that an organization is using. 

• Record keeping – management information systems record all business 
transactions of an organization and provide a reference point for the transactions. 

Components of MIS 

The major components of a typical management information system are; 

• People – people who use the information system 
• Data – the data that the information system records 
• Business Procedures – procedures put in place on how to record, store and 

analyze data 
• Hardware – these include servers, workstations, networking equipment, printers, 

etc. 
• Software – these are programs used to handle the data. These include programs 

such as spreadsheet programs, database software, etc. 

Types of Information Systems 

The type of information system that a user uses depends on their level in an organization. 
The following diagram shows the three major levels of users in an organization and the 
type of information system that they use. 
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Transaction Processing Systems (TPS) 

This type of information system is used to record the day to day transactions of a business. 
An example of a Transaction Processing System is a Point of Sale (POS) system. A POS 
system is used to record the daily sales. 

Management Information Systems (MIS) 

Management Information Systems are used to guide tactic managers to make semi-
structured decisions. The output from the transaction processing system is used as input to 
the MIS system. 

Decision Support Systems (DSS) 

Decision support systems are used by top level managers to make semi-structured 
decisions. The output from the Management Information System is used as input to the 
decision support system. DSS systems also get data input from external sources such as 
current market forces, competition, etc. 

Social Media Optimization (SMO)/Search engine optimization 

WHAT IS SOCIAL MEDIA OPTIMIZATION? 

Like Search engine optimization, Social media optimization plays an important role in the 

success of a Website. Specially, now social signals impact SEO of your blog, Social media 

marketing and optimization of your blog or Website has become equally important. 

Specially for an E-commerce site, Social media optimization is very important, as now 

people use social recommendation for buying products online. More over, being on Social 

media will help you to create a brand of your own. 

What do you mean by social media optimization? 
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Coming back to SMO is the technique to promote your product, build a brand on various 

social channels. That includes video sites like Youtube, Social networking sites like 

Facebook, Twitter, Social bookmarking sites like Stumble Upon, Reddit and many more. 

After Google Panda and penguin updates, to build the trust factor and authority of your 

Website, your social media influence will play a great role. I’m sure you must be thinking 

this. First of all social media optimization means proper optimization your post for social 
media website like Digg, stumble upon, reddit, sphinn and 100+ such sites. 

What is difference between search engine optimization and social media 

optimization? 

Search engine optimization a.k.a SEO means you targeting traffic from search engines, that 

includes on page and off page optimization. Talking about social media optimization a.k.a 
SMO it is mostly on page optimization. That include quickly scalable posts. 

Which social media website? First of all you need to make a list of   social media website 

which you will be targeting. Make a list of social media website which suits your niche. Like 
propeller works great for SEO articles. 

Social media marketing (SMM) 

Social media marketing (SMM) is a form of Internet marketing that utilizes social 

networking websites as a marketing tool. The goal of SMM is to produce content that users 

will share with their social network to help a company increase brand exposure and 

broaden customer reach.  

One of the key components of SMM is social media optimization (SMO). Like search engine 

optimization (SEO), SMO is a strategy for drawing new and unique visitors to a website. 

SMO can be done two ways: adding social media links to content, such as RSS feeds and 

sharing buttons -- or promoting activity through social media by updating statuses or 
tweets, or blog posts. 

SMM helps a company get direct feedback from customers (and potential customers) while 

making the company seem more personable. The interactive parts of social media give 

customers the opportunity to ask questions or voice complaints and feel they are being 
heard. This aspect of SMM is called social customer relationship management (social CRM). 
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